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Like gods, only mortal
Miranda Devine

W

allaby Berrick Barnes’ miserable face and wobbly head said
it all as he walked off the field
about 30 minutes into the Super Rugby game
at the Sydney Football Stadium mid June.
No one was surprised when the 25-year-old
back announced a few days later he would
be taking an indefinite break from the game
after a series of concussions left him with
“footballer’s migraine” as well as something
described as “transient global amnesia”.
Barnes is just the latest of a string of young
athletes across all forms of contact sport whose
careers have been cut short by the prospect of
brain damage.
Whether it is rugby union, league, AFL or
even soccer, the risk of permanent brain injury
is growing as players become heavier, faster,
stronger and taller and the
big hits get bigger, testing the
ability of the human body to
withstand injury. No matter
how many hours are spent at
the gym, there is a limit to
human resilience.
“The skulls aren’t any
thicker and the knees aren’t
any stronger. This is the
problem,” orthopaedic surgeon Merv Cross, a
former league player, says.
The generation of footballers now in their
20s and 30s are cannon fodder on the frontline
of the football superman phenomenon, with
their heads, ankles, knees and shoulders bearing the brunt of unprecedented forces.
It’s an arms race as players bulk up at the
gym to protect themselves and wind up ever
more lethal on the field.
Tackles in league today are described as “mini
car crashes”, because the players weigh more
and are travelling faster when they collide.
As for AFL, the game couldn’t be designed
better for head clashes and knee injuries, with
tackles allowed from behind as well as the
front.

From 25-year-old Wallaby winger Digby
Ioane being knocked unconscious in the
Queensland Reds-Brumbies clash a few weeks
ago, to Carlton ruckman Robert Warnock’s
serious concussion which put him in hospital
for two days, the warning signs are ominous.
The compensation claim lodged two months
ago by 35-year-old AFL footballer Daniel Bell
against his former club, Melbourne, for brain
damage linked with multiple concussions, is
the tip of the iceberg. In no other workplace
would such occupational health and safety
issues be tolerated.
Players are their own worst enemies, competitive instincts embedded in their DNA.
Every concussion on the field makes you
worry, but the crash that felled Ioane’s looked
worse than most. Struck in the left temple by

Tackles in league today are
described as “mini car crashes”,
because the players weigh more and
are travelling faster when they collide
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Brumbies No. 8 Ita Vaea’s forearm, he was
out before he hit the ground, face first, head
as floppy as a rag doll, and stayed prone as he
was stretchered off the field wearing an oxygen
mask.
Ioane can’t recall much of the game. But he
does remember lying on the ground, unable to
breathe, hoping the medicos around him could
help.
“It was one of the scariest things in my life,”
he says.
“I struggled to breathe. The sky was all
black.”
He felt as if he were dreaming and thought
his mother was with him.
“I was trying to get up and play on,” he says.
“It’s a funny feeling but you can’t complain.

“That’s football.”
He had an MRI scan of the brain which showed no damage.
But it was his second concussion in a year, both times from a
hit in the same spot.
“The first time (he was knocked out) I blacked out but I got
up and played on,” he says.
He had no choice this time, being unconscious. But that is
how drastic an injury needs to be for most players to slow down
in the heat of battle.
“It’s your choice. It’s your body. You’re old enough to make
the decisions. The medicos can only agree to what you say,”
Ioane says.
But he agrees that “if the coach says stop, you do”.
Ioane hopes to be cleared for play soon.
“I want to play but I’m thinking long term. Before I was just
stressed about impressing the coaches,” he says.
It’s this imperative to impress coaches and selectors in a
hugely competitive arena that makes players downplay head
injuries. Ironically, the more careful sport becomes, the more
likely players are to hide their symptoms.
“It’s a big problem in sports medicine,” Cross says.
“The coach wants the player to play. The player wants to play.
But as a team doctor you’ve got to do the right thing by the
patient.”
Successive concussions are implicated in brain degeneration in professional athletes known as chronic traumatic
encephalopathy.
The disease, brought to public attention since the American
NFL began to autopsy footballers’ brains, mimics dementia,
with symptoms including memory loss, confusion, aggression
and depression, which come on months or decades later.
Frighteningly, the disease has been found in players who
haven’t been concussed.
Former rugby league player Shaun Valentine, forced out of
the game after seven major concussions, is now, at 35, exhibiting
all the memory loss and dizzy spells of a senile senior citizen.
Other former footballers are starting to agitate for compensation. Along with Bell, former Fremantle player Daniel Gilmore
is claiming club negligence contributed to his brain injury after
he was cleared to play by team doctors.
Another player quietly paid out for brain injury, Chad
Rintoul, 36, this year helped persuade the AFL to take head
knocks seriously, and change the rules to ensure players take
time out after a concussion.
The advent of the super-sized reserve bench, with fresh players ready to do more damage, is part of the problem, increasing
the intensity of the game.
From the team point of view, individual players become
dispensable and injuries are absorbed with minimal loss of
competitiveness.
Eventually, however, we are going to reach the tipping point,
when the forces exerted on the human body exceed its capacity
to withstand the damage. There won’t be a reserve bench big
enough to replace the wounded.
Berrick Barnes’ courageous public admission of his problems
this week may help change perceptions about the gravity of
head knocks.

Ioane can’t recall much of the game. But he does
remember lying on the ground, unable to breathe,
hoping the medicos around him could help. “It was one
of the scariest things in my life,” he says. /NEWSCOM

No one likes to talk about the injuries to these young men.
For the players it is just not in their DNA to give into pain.
Coaches want them to win. Team doctors can only give
advice. Spectators crave the big hits from the athletes Cross
calls “modern-day gladiators”.
“Bring back the biff” is a league marketing slogan. TV coverage dwells on victory and spectacle, not the inconvenient sight
of crippled bodies.
The entire industry is built around ignoring damage to young
men’s brains and bodies.
devinemiranda@hotmail.com
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Politicians – load of plankers
Chloe Milne

I

s it just me, or are all of you getting
more stupid? The latest craze of “planking” really highlights to me just how right
Darwin really was. What is planking, you ask?
Well it’s an activity where people lie on their
stomachs in unusual places and have their
friends take photos of them. Yes, it is as lame
as it sounds and how it became a craze, I will
never know. I don’t think many people know
this, probably because I made it up, but the
word ‘craze’ was derived from the French word
“mentale” which roughly translates as nutcase.
Why people would want to imitate a plank
in weird and inconvenient places is beyond
me. No-one in little old New Zealand actually knew what planking was until there was
a planking tragedy. Yes, somehow, a guy was
stupid enough to balance
himself on the balcony of a
high-rise building shortly
before falling to his death.
Planking seems like a rather
embarrassing way to die. He
could have died kayaking
through the Grand Canyon,
hiking through the desert or
wrestling a wild bear, but he will forever be
known as a planker. This just seemed to demonstrate natural selection to me, but somehow
indicated to New Zealanders that planking
was an exciting pastime.
Someone recently asked me, “Have you
planked Chloé?” What a stupid question. The
whole idea of lying face down has been done.
Quite frankly I spent eight hours of every
night doing it, and I don’t plan on wasting my
life doing it on less comfortable surfaces.
Just so you know, there is only one thing
worse than having your Facebook album
full of drunken photos and that is a bunch of
photos of you planking. Why? Because planking seems to be a sober thing, there’s really no
excuse for it.
Apparently the world has become so lazy
that even our sports now involve nothing more

than lying down. Planking could well be the
forerunner to other such skill lacking games
such as the ‘sitting on the toilet game,’ the
‘reading the paper game’ and the ‘masticating game’. Some have referred to planking as
“parkour for those who can’t be arsed,” and
I could not agree more. Parkour is a sport
where people run through cities, jumping and
wall scaling with incredible skill. Planking
seems to be quite the opposite, anyone can
do it, but who would want to? Well, John Key
and Peter Dunne apparently. Yes, it is rather
scary; it’s not just people who have the right to
vote that are part of this but our politicians as
well. Unfortunately, John Key obviously didn’t
realise there was no such thing as vertical
planking.

No-one in little old New Zealand
actually knew what planking was
until there was a planking tragedy
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Politicians always seem to be accidentally
getting themselves into embarrassing situations. The mud-throwing incident with Don
Brash, John Key’s strut down the catwalk and
Helen’s big trip, all examples of ‘awkward
politician’ moments. However, it seemed the
lure of planking was too much for them to
resist. Fortunately, their participation could
well spell the end of planking, surely if they
are doing it there’s no way it could be cool
anymore. This makes me think that politicians
could well be smarter than we all thought.
Australia went to lengths of actually outlawing
planking, when really all they had to do was
post a picture of Julia Gillard lying across the
parliamentary steps. So I must thank you John
and Peter because quite frankly, much like
Brian Tamaki, planking is something we can
all do without.
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BABY

SUN POWERING DOWN, MINI ICE AGE LOOMING?

Three hundred years ago, the Sun’s magnetic forces went deathly quiet for nearly a century,
in what scientists have named the ‘Maunder Minimum’. At first it was just a little cooler, but
as the Sun’s furnaces stayed dormant for decades, down on Planet Earth the cold began
to really bite. Millions died in what became known as The Little Ice Age. Now, US solar
scientists have just made what they themselves are calling “a major announcement”: history
is about to repeat, our sun is powering down, possibly for the rest of your life

I

t’s the biggest story of the year that
you didn’t hear about. Nor have you
seen it properly explained on the TV
News. That’s because few journalists understand science, and because
most of them are still locked into the
“global warming” mantra.
But what Earth is about to experience
hasn’t been seen by anyone alive today,
and the last time it happened it got so
cold that even the English Channel froze
over. Could that happen today? Nobody
knows for sure.
What we do know is that top American
solar scientists held a news conference
just a couple of weeks ago to announce
“the surprising shutdown of the solar
cycle mechanism.”1
Solar cycles normally move in 11
year patterns. At least, they have done
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WORDS BY IAN WISHART
throughout the modern scientific age.
Those patterns dictate how many sunspots and solar magnetic storms there
are, which in turn are a reflection of how
active the Sun is. We’re currently in the
middle of Solar Cycle 24, and the Sun is
barely alive magnetically. But now the
latest tracking data from specialist satellites and radio telescopes is showing the
upcoming Solar Cycle 25 may be dead in
the water.
“New jet streams [on the surface of the
Sun] associated with a future 2018-2020
solar maximum were expected to form
by 2008 but are not present even now,
indicating a delayed or missing Cycle 25,”
report the scientists.
“A missing jet stream, fading spots,
and slower activity near the poles say
that our Sun is heading for a rest period.”

The next solar cycle, they say “may not
happen at all.”
Scientists don’t normally speak dramatically, and while their comments may
not have the immediate guttural impact
of “give me all your money, this is a holdup”, nonetheless in scientific terms their
language in a news conference is just as
direct.
“This is highly unusual and unexpected,” Dr. Frank Hill, associate
director of the NSO’s Solar Synoptic
Network, says of the results. “But the fact
that three completely different views of
the Sun point in the same direction is a
powerful indicator that the sunspot cycle
may be going into hibernation.”
Two more scientists, Matt Penn and
William Livingston, reported their findings that the Sun’s magnetic energy is

What Earth is about to experience hasn’t been seen by
anyone alive today, and the last time it happened it got
so cold that even the English Channel froze over
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getting weaker, a little bit like a car battery going flat and cranking the engine
slower. There comes a point, they warn,
where the Sun will no longer be able to
fire up.
There are “changes deep inside the
Sun”, adds US Air Force solar scientist
Richard Altrock. Because the Sun is so
large, vestiges of its magnetic storms
from 11 years ago still remain on the
surface. Normally, the magnetic activity
from a new solar cycle emerging near the
equator pushes the old storms out of the
way in what scientists call “the rush to
the poles”, but it doesn’t look like there’s
enough huff and puff left to do that.
“No one knows what the Sun will do in
that case,” says Altrock.
“If we are right,” Frank Hill concludes,
“this could be the last solar maximum
we’ll see for a few decades. That would
affect everything from space exploration
to Earth’s climate.”

I

t’s that last comment that everyone
is speculating about. While Hill has
carefully noted his team are confining themselves only to the Sun, and
not speculating about ice ages, we are
nonetheless heading into uncharted
territory. Climate scientists have tried to
put a brave face on the announcement
by claiming CO2’s warming influence
will be much stronger than any cooling
caused by a quiet sun. However, there’s
been little evidence of climate warming
over the past decade, despite a big rise in
CO2 levels, and the sun hasn’t even fully
powered down yet.
So what happened when the sun went
quiet during the Maunder Minimum?
“The cold began on January 6, 1709,
and lasted in all its rigour until the
twenty-fourth,” wrote one French
priest in his journal. “The crops that
had been sewn [sic] were all completely
destroyed.... Most of the hens had died
of cold, as had the beasts in the stables.
When any poultry did survive the cold,
their combs were seen to freeze and
fall off. Many birds, ducks, partridges,
woodcock, and blackbirds died and were
found on the roads and on the thick ice
and frequent snow. Oaks, ashes, and
other valley trees split with cold. Two
thirds of the vines died.... No grape
harvest was gathered at all in Anjou.... I
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myself did not get enough wine from my
vineyard to fill a nutshell.” 2
During the 1600s, France was hit by
repeated famines caused by crop failures,
which in turn led to disease outbreaks
because of poor nutrition and the cold.
“Famine was widespread during this
period, from the food shortages arising
from the activities of the League in the
1590s, through subsistence crises of 1630,
1649, 1652, 1661, and 1694, to the great
grainless winter of 1709 (Le Roy Ladurie
1987:272). The immediate triggers of these
crises were periods of very cold or very
damp winters and unusually wet summers. For example, the famines of 1630
and 1661 occurred during peace time and
were entirely due to bad weather,” writes
ecology professor Peter Turchin.3
France suffered heavy population losses
as it struggled to balance the needs of the
people against the needs of the state.
“Historians proposed various explanations for [the population decline], of
which two appear most probable: the
significant worsening of the climate and
the great demands placed on the French
peasantry by the aggressive external
policy of Louis XIV.”4
Turchin’s analysis found real wages in
France peaked at the end of the “golden
age” – corresponding to the end of
the Medieval Warm Period, and were
slashed to one sixth of their values by the
Little Ice Age, recovering to a maximum
level of half what they had been.
Across the English Channel, Britain
wasn’t faring much better. In the winter

of 1683/84, the River Thames froze solid
for two months, and in fact the English
Channel itself froze up, Arctic style,
between Dover and Calais. It wasn’t just
icebergs in the channel, you could almost
walk on water from England to France.
As to the Thames, it had become quite
partial to freezing during the Little Ice
Age, and became the scene of “frost
fairs” when it did:
“On the 20th of December, 1688, a very
violent frost began, which lasted to the
6th of February, in so great extremity,
that the pools were frozen 18 inches thick
at least, and the Thames was so frozen
that a great street from the Temple to
Southwark was built with shops, and
all manner of things sold. Hackney
coaches plied there as in the streets.
There were also bull-baiting, and a great
many shows and tricks to be seen. This
day the frost broke up. In the morning I
saw a coach and six horses driven from
Whitehall almost to the bridge (London
Bridge) yet by three o’clock that day, February the 6th, next to Southwark the ice
was gone, so as boats did row to and fro,
and the next day all the frost was gone.
On Candlemas Day I went to Croydon
market, and led my horse over the ice
to the Horseferry from Westminster to
Lambeth; as I came back I led him from
Lambeth upon the middle of the Thames
to Whitefriars’ stairs, and so led him up
by them. And this day an ox was roasted
whole, over against Whitehall. King
Charles and the Queen ate part of it.”5
And you can see from the records how

the Little Ice Age started off gradually,
bit hard, and then eased off. The Thames
froze 26 times during the LIA. Twice in
the 15th century, four times in the 16th
century, ten times in the 17th century,
eight times in the 18th century (including
1709) and one final occasion in the 19th
century (1814). That’s the last time the
Thames has ever frozen over at London,
although it was reportedly solid enough
on that occasion that an elephant was led
over it.
Thomas Wright’s epic History of France 6
records of the winter of 1709 on the European
mainland:
“While Louis’s kingdom was still overwhelmed with the alarm caused by the
disasters of the year 1708, it was struck
with a new calamity. A frost, unexampled for its severity, set in on the 9th of
January 1709, and continued without any
relaxation for more than a month.
“Even the impetuous Rhone was frozen over; and spirituous liquors became
congealed by the side of the fire…Olives,
vines, fruit-trees in general, corn in the
ground, all perished: so intense was the
cold, that the solid trunks of great trees
are said to have burst asunder as though
they had been blown to pieces by gunpowder; and stones were split.
“With a prospect of the entire loss of
the crops, the prices of provisions rose to
an extravagant height, and the population of the country was exposed to actual
starvation. Whole families were found
frozen to death in their houses.”

T

hink about that mental image for a
moment. Tens of millions died of
cold, disease and hunger in Europe
(where the events are best-documented
because of the civilisation level and
literacy of inhabitants).
If you look back a few hundred years,
mothers frequently had eight to ten children. They had to, just to ensure three or
four survived long enough to have kids
of their own. So, low population rates in
the Middle Ages were not from lack of
sex, but from a climate that was hostile to
crops, people and wildlife.
Grimm’s Fairy Tales, and others from
that period, frequently talk of ravenous wolves and hard times. Humans
were facing more predation from wolves
because the climate was hurting every-

one. The imagery in this tale from Hans
Christian Andersen speaks volumes
about life in the Little Ice Age:
“In the winter, when the fields were
covered with snow, and the water filled
with large blocks of ice which I had
blown up to the coast,” continued the
Wind, “great flocks of crows and ravens,
dark and black as they usually are, came
and alighted on the lonely, deserted ship.
Then they croaked in harsh accents of
the forest that now existed no more, of
the many pretty birds’ nests destroyed
and the little ones left without a home;
and all for the sake of that great bit of
lumber, that proud ship, that never sailed
forth. I made the snowflakes whirl till
the snow lay like a great lake round the
ship, and drifted over it. I let it hear my
voice, that it might know what the storm
has to say…” 7
“I moaned through the broken
window-panes, and the yawning clefts
in the walls; I blew into the chests and
drawers belonging to his daughters,
wherein lay the clothes that had become
faded and threadbare, from being worn
over and over again. Such a song had not
been sung, at the children’s cradle as I
sung now. The lordly life had changed to
a life of penury. I was the only one who
rejoiced aloud in that castle,” said the
Wind. “At last I snowed them up, and
they say snow keeps people warm. It was
good for them, for they had no wood,
and the forest, from which they might
have obtained it, had been cut down.
The frost was very bitter, and I rushed
through loop-holes and passages, over
gables and roofs with keen and cutting
swiftness. The three high-born daughters
were lying in bed because of the cold,
and their father crouching beneath his
leather coverlet. Nothing to eat, nothing
to burn, no fire on the hearth! Here was
a life for high-born people! ‘Give it up,
give it up!’ But my Lord Daa would not
do that. ‘After winter, spring will come,’
he said, ‘after want, good times. We must
not lose patience, we must learn to wait.”
By the time the “good times” arrived,
Hans Christian Andersen (who was 11
years old when the northern hemisphere
experienced “the year without a summer”
in 18168) and the fictional characters in his
story had long been laid to rest.
Some of humanity’s darkest literature

dates from these times of endless winter
– John Polidori’s The Vampyre from 1819,
or Frankenstein from 1818, for example.
Will the planet get that cold again if
the Sun now goes silent as predicted? We
just can’t tell. But the threat to human
and animal life from the cold is far
greater than the threat from warming.
When it’s cold, food crops die.
Prediction: Wool will make a serious
fashion comeback.
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Just a Red-Blooded

The Darren Hughes scandal in a parallel universe
Labour MP Darren Hughes won’t face charges
for an alleged sex attack on a teenage youth, and
his friends are now calling for his reinstatement
to Parliament so he can resume his ‘promising
career’. But if his alleged victim had been a girl,
not a boy, would we be so tolerant?
WORDS BY IAN WISHART
33 year senior old Labour MP is the latest Labour politician to be “cleared” by police,
this time after an alleged sexual assault on a woman youth nearly half his age.
Darren Hughes, a Labour list MP, had been seen drinking with the 18 year old
school leaver – believed to have been a student volunteer in Labour’s youth wing –
earlier in the evening, and was seen slipping away with her him from the function
they were attending.
Police say the MP took the girl boy home to the house he was sharing with Labour
Party deputy leader Annette King, a prominent campaigner against sexual violence
during her time as Police Minister in the last Labour government:
“The sad and chilling reality is that there are far too many victims of sexual violence
in New Zealand society,” Annette King said in a 2008 speech launching a book about
surviving sexual violence. “I am told that research has shown that in a group the size
of which is here today, there will be 12 or 13 of you who will have experienced sexual
violence at some time in your life.
“Unlike many of the survivors in Jan’s book though, most victims of sexual violence
know their offenders; they have worked alongside them, they have lived with them,
they have socialised amongst them. As we all know, sexual violence is more likely to
be committed by a person known to the victim.”
It’s not known how long the almost middle-aged Darren Hughes had known his
teenage alleged victim, but what is known is that something happened between the
Member of Parliament and the teenager at Annette King’s house that left the young
woman man fleeing the house alleging she he had been sexually attacked . Eyewitnesses reported seeing a scared naked woman youth on the streets nearby running
from the property.
“She He was completely naked and was covering herself [himself] with her his
hand,” the witness told Wellington’s Dominion Post newspaper.
“It looked like she he was hitchhiking or waiting for a ride, she he didn’t look in a
good way.”
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While Hughes has claimed he was
“falsely accused”, a lawyer for the teenage
complainant described the MP’s lunge
for the moral high-ground “unwise”, and
police likewise said they saw nothing in
the case to suggest there had been a false
complaint, and had “no concerns regarding the validity of the complaint”.

A

nnette King, whose house was the
scene of the alleged attack, claims
to have slept through it and heard
nothing…but in her 2008 speech1 she
praised victims of sexual violence for
coming forward and speaking out, and
she criticised “perpetrators” who bullied
victims into silence:
“Speaking out and talking about sexual violence is important for our community on so many levels. Perpetrators
of sexual violence rely on their victim’s
silence to avoid being held to account for
the damage they do. They rely on their
seeming ability to transfer the shame of
their crime to the victim of their offending, but if we are to have a society free
from sexual violence then we can’t just
focus on changing perpetrators’ attitudes
alone,” said King.
“We need to challenge the attitudes
of those who would prefer to sweep this
issue under the carpet or those who
think victims are somehow to blame or
who think it is a problem for someone
else to solve. By remaining silent, we are
sending a message that this behaviour is
acceptable in some way.
“Survivors need to be empowered, to
feel safe to talk about their experience
and disclose offending.”
That was back in 2008 when King
was Police Minister. In 2011, Phil Goff’s
deputy Annette King was reported by
the Herald as saying she planned to stay
silent on the Hughes matter:
“I’ve not commented on it. I’m not
going to comment on it and that’s the end
of the matter. I’ve discussed it with no one
and I’ve got no comment to make.”
Other commentators, meanwhile, have
been quick to excuse Darren Hughes
actions in the alleged sex attack, and call
for his return to parliament:
“At 18 you can vote,” says Massey
University political scientist Claire Robinson in what could be interpreted as a
blame-the-victim analogy. “You’ve been
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Collateral damage: From left,
Darren Hughes and his friends
Annette King and Phil Goff,
whose political capital has
been damaged by the Hughes
affair. NZPA/Ross Sefton

driving for two or three years. It’s some
strange double standard at work, and it
shouldn’t affect his ability to come back
as a politician, or a public official. We
have to accept that you are innocent until
proven guilty.”
Former Labour Party president Mike
Williams told the Herald Hughes was
generally a good guy:
“There’s also a kind of fair-mindedness
about Kiwis that says, ‘Yes, you’ve stuffed
up, but you can have another go’.”
The question at the end of all this,
however, is whether commentators

would be so quick to forgive an unrepentant 33 year old male MP who’d tried
his luck on a teenage girl and left her
running naked through the streets of
Wellington at 2am. Could you imagine
such a man as a future cabinet minister,
let alone Opposition Leader or even a
Prime Minister? Or would, and should,
his political career be dead in the water
because of errors in judgement?
References:
1 http://www.federationpress.com.au/
pdf/AnnetteKingLaunchSpeech.pdf
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children
in the
warzone
TEAM COVERAGE BY MOLLY HENNESSY-FISKE, ALEXANDRA SANDELS
& ROULA HAJJAR/LATIMES

A

nti-government protesters in Syria have
championed the cases
of children detained
and killed during the
past month, trying to
raise awareness and prevent more deaths.
In response, President Bashar Assad’s
regime launched a propaganda campaign
of its own, denying that children have
been tortured and blaming their deaths
on protesters.
Thamer Sahri, 15, disappeared April 29
during mass arrests near the embattled
southern city of Dara, where the uprising began. His body was returned to his
family mid June with an eye and teeth
missing, neck and leg broken and multiple bullet wounds, according to a video
posted online.
The video could not be independently
verified due to the Syrian government’s
media blackout.
A Middle East news website told of
another, similar, victim:
“The boy’s head was swollen, purple
and disfigured. His body was a mess of
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welts, cigarette burns and wounds from
bullets fired to injure, not kill. His kneecaps had been smashed, his neck broken,
his jaw shattered and his penis cut off.
“What finally killed him was not clear,
but it appeared painfully, shockingly
clear that he had suffered terribly during
the month he spent in Syrian custody.
“Hamza Ali al-Khatib was 13 years
old.”
“The violent deaths suffered by Thamer
Sahri and other children are utterly
shocking, as is the Syrian authorities’
apparent lack of action to rein in the security forces accused of being responsible for
them,” says Philip Luther, deputy director
of Amnesty International’s Middle East
and North Africa Programme.
Thamer is the fourth youth reported
to have died in custody since March,
Amnesty International officials say.
At least 32 Syrian children, ages 12 to
17, remained in detention and could be at
risk of torture, Amnesty officials say.
Last month, Syrian activists posted
numerous Facebook pages for children
killed and wounded in the conflict. They

organized “Friday of the children of freedom” marches in several cities to honour
children killed.
Opposition leaders say they hope the stories and photographs will motivate more
middle-class Syrians to speak out against
what they call an abusive police state.
“The detention of children represents
the extreme of these abuses, demonstrating the lawless and cruel nature of the

security forces,” says Beirut-based activist Rami Nakhle.
More than 1,400 people have been
killed during the uprising, including
about 80 children, Nakhle says.
While the figures could not be independently checked due to the media
blackout, activists provided names, ages,
dates of death and a description of the
circumstances to support their claims.

They include:
»» Four-year-old Marwa Hassan
Shakhdo, reportedly shot by security
forces searching her home in Rastan
June 7.
»» Mahmoud Kadri, 12, shot four times
and killed by security forces when he
went out to buy bread in the Damascus
suburb of Duma on April 25.
»» Ibtisam Masalmeh, 11, shot and killed
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by police as she stood on the terrace of
her home in the southern city of Dara
on March 23.
»» Hajar Khatib, 10, killed when her
school bus was shot at by Syrian
security forces mid June in the central
Syrian city of Rastan, an attack that
wounded at least nine other children
and has spawned a Facebook page and
numerous videos posted online.
In a video titled “This is how Syrian security forces killed the little girl
Hajar Khatib,” a youth who says he is
Hajar’s cousin appears to be lying in a
hospital bed with his arm in a sling as he
describes how a tank opened fire on the
bus at a checkpoint, killing Hajar and his
uncle. The youth says the children who
survived had to crawl from the bus and
take shelter in a nearby home.

A

n activist in the southern city
of Suwayda who asked not to
be identified said most of the
children killed so far have died in Homs
and Dara. At least nine of the children
in detention are from Dara, according to
Amnesty officials.
The Syrian activist says it is difficult
to speak with parents whose children
have been killed because Assad’s regime
monitors them and blocks media access.
In some cases, he says security forces
and police delayed or refused to release
children’s bodies to prevent the deaths
from being reported.
He says activists in Syria have been
frustrated at the lack of response to children’s deaths from international leaders,
particularly in the U.S., Europe and the
International Criminal Court.
“Such crimes cannot be hidden
forever.”
Among the first and most publicized
cases was Hamza Khatib, a 13-yearold detained during a protest in Dara,
according to relatives and activists.
Hamza was allegedly tortured and killed
in police custody, his body mutilated,
including his genitals.
A forensic specialist consulted by
Amnesty International analyzed a
video of Hamza’s body this month and
concluded that he had been shot twice
at close range, in the arm and the chest,
and had “suffered repeated violence with
a blunt instrument while still alive.”
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ANGELINA
BRINGS ATTENTION
But is it enough?

WORDS BY HANNAH ALLAM/MCT

H

undreds of displaced Syrians in an

the internationally known actress who was

old tobacco factory-turned-refugee

to visit, running a prominent photo of Jolie

camp in this southern town rallied

sporting a bare midriff and plunging neck-

against the regime of Syrian President

line. Her visit also was mocked on Twitter by

Bashar Assad and surged against a Turkish

users who described it as a publicity stunt.

police cordon, hoping that the publicity

And in the end, the actress and U.N.

surrounding a visit by Angelina Jolie would

humanitarian ambassador ended up touring

bring attention to their plight.

another camp in southern Turkey.

But even on a day when news reports

“A famous actor comes and there’s so

indicated that at least 18 people were killed

much media, but they left when she left,”

in Syria in demonstrations against the dicta-

says Rosh Abdelfattah, an exiled Syrian

tor, the arrival of paparazzi buzzing over

filmmaker who tried to shoot footage of the

Jolie seemingly submerged the import of

camp for a documentary on the uprising.

the uprising. One popular Turkish newspaper

A handful of reporters, curious passers-

focused not on the protesters in their June

by and irate Turkish policemen were the

17 editions but on the sultry good looks of

only witnesses to the camp’s announce-

Indeed, many families in the camp
who were reached through the bars or
by phone later said they were worried
about retaliation against loved ones
who were still in Syria. But many more
were eager to talk, typically without
using their full names, about the slain
relatives, ransacked homes and torched
farmlands they left behind. Several
refugees were seen sporting fresh
bandages.
A man who was using the pseudonym Abu Tayyeb peeled back the tarp
to show off his 26-day-old baby boy,
who was sleeping in his mother’s arms.
Abu Tayyeb shifted on his crutches;
he said he was shot in the leg in late
April during a demonstration in the
port city of Latakia. He scribbled his
phone number on a scrap of paper
just before Turkish police yanked down
the tarp and shooed him away.
Reached later by telephone as his banment of a hunger strike and other unrest

fulfilled its humanitarian obligation by provid-

dage was being changed in the camp’s

to underscore Turkey’s delicate position as

ing a haven for Syrians who want to cross the

clinic, Abu Tayyeb said the family had fled

both ally of the Syrian regime and host to

border. On the other hand, Turkey is restrict-

to Turkey two months ago, before the camp

more than 9,500 refugees who have fled

ing the movement of refugees and preventing

opened. Once admitted to Yayladagi, he

Assad’s deadly military campaign to crush a

them from sharing their horrific ordeals with

said, they’ve received excellent care from

3-month-old uprising.

the news media, which goes against interna-

Turkish aid workers, but have resented the

tional norms for dealing with asylum seekers.

lack of access to the media.

“Help us! The regime is killing us! They’ve
burned our towns!” yelled a sobbing woman

“Turkey is afraid that stories of Syrian

Refugees organized a one-day hunger

who held a cardboard sign calling for

atrocities will leak out from Turkish soil,”

strike, though many in the camp planned to

Assad’s ouster.

says Bouckaert, who had spent the past

extend it as rumours abounded of regime

two days recording testimonies from trau-

loyalists raping women or luring back dis-

more than 1,000 people have died in Syria

matized refugees camped out in a valley

placed families to execute them.

and scores more have been wounded in the

between the countries.

government’s fierce crackdown on anti-

Recep Tayyip Erdogan, whose once-warm

T

ries was of a sugar factory in the targeted

and cleaning the iron bars that surround the

sugarcane to torture and kill detainees held

relationship with Assad has been strained

compound, as part of the fanfare that pre-

there. There was no way to independently

by the bloodshed next door, has demanded

ceded Jolie’s arrival in southern Turkey.

verify the claims.

Human rights organizations estimate that

regime demonstrations that erupted as part
of the Arab Spring rebellions.
Newly re-elected Turkish Prime Minister

reforms from his Syrian counterpart but
hasn’t advocated regime change.
As the crisis grinds on with no peaceful

One of the most often-repeated sto-

urkish workers spent hours early

Syrian village of Jisr al Shughour. Several

Friday sprucing up the Yayladagi

refugees, interviewed separately, said

camp, giving it fresh coats of paint

Assad’s forces were using knives meant for

Authorities have covered the exterior with

“The hunger strike is our way to show

blue plastic tarp to prevent journalists from

the world we need to remove Bashar and

seeing the goings-on inside. Frustrated by

change the government, and also to be able

resolution in sight, concern is growing about

the restrictive conditions, many refugees

to speak to the journalists,” Abu Tayyeb

what Turkey will do with the thousands of

peel back the tarp and shout their stories

said.

Syrian refugees who are massed just across

to reporters, or surreptitiously pass notes

the border, unable to return to their bat-

through the bars when the Turkish police

them by, saying he’d heard she might visit

tered villages but reluctant to live under the

aren’t looking.

the next day. Unlike some other displaced

prison-like conditions of the Turkish camps.
Peter Bouckaert of Human Rights Watch,
the international monitoring group, says
the unrest in the Turkish camps highlights
Erdogan’s tricky position.
On one hand, Bouckaert says, Turkey has

A Turkish policeman pushed away a

He held out hope that Jolie hadn’t passed

Syrians, he thought that the celebrity’s

reporter who was speaking to refugees

presence would shine a light on one of the

through the bars.

darkest chapters of Syria’s recent history.

“You want to interview and photograph

“I was really happy she was coming

them here so their families can be killed

because it would show the world what’s

over there?” he chided.

happening to the Syrian people.”
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Syrian court records tell an entirely
different story.
According to the records, Hamza was
shot and killed as he approached an
army checkpoint on a motorcycle. Security forces took his body to the morgue
at Tishreen Military Hospital, where it
remained for 10 days, allegedly because
he could not be identified.
Hamza’s body was never mutilated,
officials noted in the court records,
insisting he suffered a hormonal condition that made his genitals appear small,
and that his body deteriorated while it
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was stored, making cuts appear deeper
postmortem.

A

fter Hamza’s story began to
circulate widely, Syrian state
television also fired back with a
report on the “exploitation of children”
by demonstrators.
The report alleged protesters took
children out of school and, “pushed
(them) into the streets of violence under
the slogan of freedom,” using “children
as barricades and human shields behind
which the muzzles of their treacher-

ous guns hide to fatally hit these same
children, other citizens, and army and
security elements.”
“This way, they exploit the child twice:
In his life if he survives and in his death
if he is killed by their bullets, as they use
his blood to fabricate a human story that
rouses everyone’s sorrow and anger.”
The report said protesters “trade in the
pictures and blood of children after they
caused their death” and that protesters
are responsible for such children and
“for any harm they face and every drop
of blood they lose.”

The Syrian activist says it is difficult
to speak with parents whose children
have been killed because Assad’s regime
monitors them and blocks media access
“For childhood to blossom in the
homeland’s gardens and future, children
must enjoy a safe and stable life in their
classrooms where they learn the love of
the country and the values of tolerance,
constructive freedom, equality, and
brotherhood,” it said.
The reporter, Ibrahim Hasan, interviewed several unidentified people who
accused protesters of coercing children
to attend demonstrations.
“Someone is leading them, convincing them, or offering them incentives” to
participate, a woman said.

A man added: “I believe these children
either need money – and those who use
them take advantage of this need – or are
ignored by their families.”
The report showed how much the regime
fears children’s deaths are “eating into their
support,” says Maha Azzam, a fellow at
Chatham House, a London-based international affairs research institute.
The counter-propaganda does not appear
to be working inside or outside Syria, says
Andrew Tabler, a Syria expert at the Washington Institute for Near East Policy.
“I don’t think people are buying it,”

in Syria, says Tabler, who is in touch
with residents who have persisted in
protesting. “They’re coming out in larger
numbers.”
The United Nations Security Council
has so far resisted intervening in Syria, at
the urging of Chinese and Russian leaders, but Tabler and Azzam say international pressure is likely to mount as more
images of young victims of violence
circulate online and in the media.
“It’s going to be difficult for the international community to ignore,” Azzam
says.
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The

Lost Explorers
of New Zealand
WHO ARRIVED FIRST?
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Was NZ the setting
for Sinbad’s Voyages
after Arab sailors
landed here 200
years before Kupe?
Did the Portuguese
discover New Zealand
150 years before
Tasman? A new
book, Sixteenth
Century Portuguese
Down Under asks
the questions and
offers tantalizing
new evidence in this
extract

T

WORDS BY JOHN TASKER

he list of secret, alleged, pre-1769 non-Polynesian visitors is a surprisingly
long one. If all or some of the visits did occur, there is no way of telling what
nationality the strangers were. They could have been Portuguese, Spanish,
Dutch or French. Except perhaps in one particular case. But even then, there
is a fair amount of speculation involved.
In his book Kei Puta te Wairau, W.J. Elvy recorded an ancient piece of
pre-Cook folklore which is quite fascinating. It concerns the sudden arrival of a nonPolynesian ship at the top of the South Island manned by sailors ‘of fair complexion,’
(Europeans), with a few present who were ‘darker than the Maori,’ (Negro). Many
ships involved in early exploration work in the Pacific usually always had one or two
Negro aboard – they were even present on some of Cook’s ships – and it’s interesting
to see the fact preserved like this in centuries-old tradition.
A landing party came ashore from the ship looking for fresh food and water and
for a time all went well. But after enjoying the hospitality of Maori a quarrel erupted
when the sailors tried to take some of the local women back to the ship. Maori
objected strongly, and fighting broke out. Men were killed on both sides, the sailors
beat a hasty retreat, and the ship sailed away into apparent oblivion.
The most interesting feature of the account, however, is the Maori description of the
battle itself. We are told that the newcomers were wearing ‘shiny coats that could turn
off the Maori stone weapons,’ and that they were well armed with ‘spears,’ and ‘battle
axes.’ It seems obvious from this that the European intruders were wearing battle
armour, and that they were armed with pikes, cutlasses, and possibly muskets.
When Cook asked Maori in Queen Charlotte Sound in 1770, “have you ever seen or
heard of a ship such as ours on this coast before?” one particular answer he received
could be relevant to this study. Cook’s Maori informant told him that according to
his ancestors ‘two ships much larger than ours’ had once come to that part of the world
and that four of the strangers were killed upon their landing. The consensus among
speculators is that this must be applying to Tasman in 1642. He was voyaging in two
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ships, and he lost four men. But according to the written record, Tasman never
once set foot on New Zealand soil. And
it might be a good idea to keep this in
mind as we travel through this story,
because we have a long way to go yet.

T

here is something troubling me
though before we go any further.
As far as I can ascertain, the Dutch
explorers didn’t wear full body armour
in the 17th century. By the time Tasman got to New Zealand the practice
had all but faded out. The only ones
to come ashore on to the beach of a
newly-discovered country wearing full
body armour were the Portuguese and
Spanish in the 15th and 16th centuries.
But there is more to this story yet. Not so
much from a Maori traditional tale, but
from a living descendant of the original
Maori occupants of the area. The story
concerns an engine driver by the name
of Frank Robertson who, together with
his two sons, moved to Wainui in the
Nelson Province and leased from Maori
most of the flat land there. At Wainui,
Robertson senior became very friendly
with a Maori known as Paramena with
whom he shared many a confidence,
and endless hours discussing old times.
The friendship blossomed to the extent
that secrets were shared, and when one
day a message reached Robertson that
Paramena was dying, and wanted to see
him quickly, Robertson hastened to the
bedside of his old friend.
Paramena disclosed that he was the
last member of the Tumata-kokiri tribe
and that there was ancient information
he wished to pass on before he died. He
explained that when members of his
tribe attacked the crew of a visiting European ship – which he supposed was that
of the Tasman expedition – but which
in fact may not have necessarily been
that of the Tasman expedition – Maori
prevailed to the extent that they were
able to capture a quantity of arms which
had been in the possession of the slain
sailors. The victorious war party took the
arms back to Wainui Pa where a dispute
arose among the chiefs as to who should
own them. The matter was referred to
the tohunga who, Solomon-like, decided
that nobody should. He placed a tapu on
them and ordered that they be buried
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instead. Paramena knew where the
burial had taken place and he explained
to Robertson in great detail the exact
location of the spot. But when Robertson
arrived back home and discussed the
matter with his family they all concluded
that Paramena must have been delirious
and had talked nonsense. And so the
matter may have rested indefinitely. But
some years later the paddock mentioned
as the burial place was stumped and
ploughed and to everyone’s surprise two
musket barrels were ploughed up by
Frank’s son Morris at the spot indicated.
It was a great surprise.
Robertson junior then remembered
that Paramena had made specific reference to a ‘cutlass,’ and on digging around
the area he found that also. The bronze
handle and guard were in excellent
repair but the steel blade was badly corroded and in trying to extract it from the
ground the ancient relic broke in two.
So what do you do with two musket
barrels and a cutlass you know are quite
likely associated with Abel Tasman – or
even some earlier navigator? Today you
would rush them straight to a museum,
realizing their potential research value.
But in 1910 when the event occurred the
items were looked upon as little more
than curios. Morris put the relics in the
corner of his cow shed but shortly afterwards they disappeared.
He suspected that a college drawing
master by the name of Huddleston, who
was camping nearby, had ‘souvenired’
them for the school museum which was
being formed about that time. And so
it proved to be. Enquiries revealed the
following entry in the museum register:
1910: Presented by Mr. F.C. Huddleston.
Two musket barrels and a sword, said
to have been dug up near Takaka. A
later search failed to find the items in
the museum and a possible reason is
that at one stage the museum room was
required for a classroom and the exhibits
stored in cases and transferred to back
sheds where they were unprotected, and
many were lost.

Padroe – Portuguese stone columns

The Portuguese word “padroe” is the
plural form of the word “padrao.” It
refers exclusively to the stone columns
all Portuguese navigators were required

by King John in the 1480s to carry, and
to set up on capes and headlands of
all lands newly discovered. But these
columns didn’t signify a Portuguese
takeover of the territory concerned,
or an intention to do so at a later date.
They merely claimed the new land for
the Christian God. A padrao planted in
foreign soil told the world that Portugal
would be doing its utmost to Christianize that particular area just as soon as
men and ships could be spared for the
purpose.
At first the stone padroe were made
with great care in Lisbon from local
marble, and often featured a cross on
top with inscriptions underneath stating the name of the king, the date, and
other brief but relevant information.
Most ships leaving Portugal had four on
board – sometimes six – but inevitably
in the latter stages of the Golden Age of
Discovery supplies ran out before the
voyage ended, in which case the captains
were under orders to improvise, and to
make padroe from any suitable rock that
could be found locally. This was often
limestone, but these makeshift models
were nowhere near as impressive to
look at as those originally from Lisbon,
as Portuguese specialist Ron Watkins
told me. He’d seen a few of them in the
Suspected Portuguese padroe
stone column found in New
Zealand. / ANTHONY THORPE

Indonesian region and they were not at
all ‘becoming.’ Mostly they were just a
simple column roughly hewn, varying in
length from a metre and a half up to two
and a half metres.
But their significance remained intact.
They still gave out the same message. And
the fact that every ship leaving Portugal
was required to carry them – not only in
the earlier stages of the discoveries, but
right through, means that many hundreds
of them are still scattered not only around
Brazilian shores, but African and Indian
beaches as well, on through what is now
Indonesia, ever pushing further east until
reaching western New Guinea and Timor.
And who knows where after that. Their
geographical distribution wasn’t restricted
in any way at all, and we know this for
certain because of what the Portuguese
chronicler Joao de Barros wrote in 1540.
“The Portuguese arms and pillars placed
in Africa and Asia and in countless isles
beyond the bounds of the three continents,
are material things, and time may destroy
them ...”
Countless isles? Beyond the bounds of
the three continents? What exactly do
these statements mean? If we did find
one on a lonely beach somewhere in this
part of the world, what condition would
it be in after almost 500 years? Would we
recognize it for what it was? An African
experience might help us understand.
In 1482 the navigator Diogo Cao made
exploratory voyages down the west coast
of Africa and among other things, discovered the mouth of the mighty Congo
river. Here he marked the occasion by
erecting a padrao at nearby Shark Point,
and down the coast a little, three more.
In recent years, Portuguese authorities
have been on a mission to seek out all
these ancient artefacts and set them up
in various museums as valued icons of
the past. When they sought out Cao’s
four pillars they found them all in situ
except that the one at Shark Point had
crumbled into fragments. The other
three however, were recovered intact
and are now set up in the museum of
the Lisbon Geographical Society. Others
around the world have also been recovered and are now safe.
But I’m getting ahead of myself. The
idea of researching the columns as a
possible aid in determining whether

In 1482 the navigator Diogo Cao made
exploratory voyages down the west coast
of Africa. Here he marked the occasion by
erecting a padrao at nearby Shark Point,
and down the coast a little, three more
Portuguese navigators came to this part
of the world in the 16th century is one
that evolved slowly while I was researching something entirely different. And I
think the story is worth telling. It began
in London in the year 2000 with a public
talk delivered by Dr. Honor Frost, the
world expert on ancient Arab anchors.
She disclosed during her address that the
early Arab seafarers never left their home
ports without up to a dozen anchors on
board their ships. These objects were
hewn from stone and on the voyage
were jettisoned on the slightest pretext.
Apparently it was easier to cut them
adrift and leave them lying on the sea
floor than to try hauling them back on

board again. With the result that marine
archaeologists today can trace old Arab
trade routes and the like simply by the
sheer numbers of anchors they are able
to locate.
Present at the talk was a Professor
from the University of London by the
name of David Bivar who was attached
to the School of African and Asian Studies. One of his passions just happened to
be the study of traditional Arab literature
from which over a period of years he had
begun formulating a theory. His idea
was that the Roc bird of Arab traditional
tales might have been New Zealand’s
giant extinct eagle Harpagornis which
would mean, if true, that Arabs had been
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to New Zealand up to 700 years ago at
the time Muslim missionaries were busy
scouring the Pacific for converts. But
he needed solid evidence to back up the
idea, and by attending Dr. Frost’s lecture
he hoped to pick up something that
might help. Which he did, after hearing what Dr. Frost had to say about the
peculiar habit of old-time Arab mariners of jettisoning so many anchors. He
reasoned that if the Arabs had been to
New Zealand long ago there would still
be numbers of abandoned anchors lying
around the New Zealand coastline in
shallow water.

S

o he wrote to a retired naval commander in New Zealand explaining his theory and asking if he had
ever heard of man-made stone pillars
or columns being found anywhere in
our shallow coastal waters. And if so,
the Professor would be very grateful for
photographs and details of such finds.
Now some people make good researchers. Some don’t. And before long the
Commander found himself struggling
to make any progress. Which is why
he began looking around for someone
with the necessary expertise to carry on
with the project, so that the Professor in
London would not be let down. Someone
with an avid interest in New Zealand’s
past, someone he could pass it all on
to and still retain a clear conscience.
Eventually he settled on forensic anthropologist Dr. Robin Watt as the person he
was looking for and handed over to him
all the correspondence that had accumulated to date on the matter. But there
was a problem. Dr. Watt found himself
snowed under with other commitments
and now he in turn was faced with finding someone to take it all on. And that
someone was me.
“See what you can do with it,” were his
words.
I relished the prospect and wrote to
Dr. Frost in London telling her what had
happened and asking for any possible
drawings or photographs of old Arab
anchors she might have on hand so that
I’d know what I was looking for. As it
happened, she had recently written a
paper on the subject complete with illustrations and this she sent.
But I quickly found that the written
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record in this part of the world is quite
devoid of any reference to Arab stone
anchors so it would be a case of reverting
to Plan “B”. Which was writing to all my
contacts looking for a lead. Among these
people I found two who were collaborating on a project which involved cataloguing all the “stones of significance”
in New Zealand, whether man-made or
not, so I wrote to them asking whether
either of them had any photographs of
their finds.
Researcher Antony Thorpe just happened to have such a photographic
record and was kind enough to send
me images of what the pair had been
studying to date. And what a goldmine.
Most of the stone objects involved were
of Maori origin, but there were several
which were difficult to identify. One or
two had the appearance of being Arab
stone anchors so I sent copies of these
to Dr. Frost for a possible identification,
but none measured up in the manner
required. Which meant I would have to
find alternative explanations for those
columns and slabs discovered thus far
which didn’t easily fit in with other
Maori cultural artefacts of that type. One
in particular really puzzled me. It didn’t
fit the mould somehow. It didn’t match
any other local pillar.
It was at about this stage I became
aware of Portuguese padroe, and their
significance in tracing the movements
of sixteenth century Portuguese navigators. And with that awareness came the
sudden realization that if one of these
people had visited New Zealand almost
500 years ago they would have left a
padrao behind, because the captains of
all Portuguese vessels were under royal
orders to do this wherever they went. But
such an object–if one were to be found
here–wouldn’t have come from Portugal.
Since the navigator was so far from home
it would be an improvised version of the
real thing, probably hewn from local
limestone. Or Australian, if the ship was
carrying a few spare slabs from either
the Northern Territory, or the coast of
Queensland.
Then I found a 50-year-old report written by an amateur archaeologist by the
name of C.G. Hunt in the 1950s. Hunt
had become fascinated by an unidentified shipwreck at Ruapuke Beach just

north of Aotea Harbour, west of the city
of Hamilton. He made it his business to
ferret out all the information he could
on it, and the results of his research
were written up as Some Notes on the
Mystery Wreck of Ruapuke Beach, and
handed over to the Waikato Scientific
Association.
Hunt had been scouring the surrounding landscape around Ruapuke Beach
looking for anomalous objects which
might conceivably have some association with the wreck, and it was during
the course of this search he uncovered
something of interest to us. He found
two hewn limestone columns which just
didn’t fit in with local history or culture.
They were totally alien to both.
“At two deserted Maori pas, (old Maori
villages),” he wrote, “quite close to the
scene of the wreck, are columns of rock.
The one situated at the old Manuaitu
Pa to the south is now lying on its side,
having been dug out by vandals in search
of Maori curios ... (It was the custom of
old-time Maori when erecting any kind
of a post or pillar to bury beneath it precious ornaments or artefacts to ward off
evil spirits). The rock ... is roughly squared
and is about seven feet six inches long.
(2.250m,) It is an average of 12 inches wide
(30cm.) and six inches deep. (15cm.).
“The other stone column is on the site of
the nearby Pepera Pa ... it too is of limestone ... Measuring about 8 feet in length
(2.4m.) it is approximately 15 inches
square... (37.5 cm.)”. This column was also
vandalized by people looking for Maori
artefacts beneath it and is now lying on
its side in long grass on a hilltop.
The significant point about both these
columns is the fact that they were both
originally found by Maori set up on the
nearby beach and were brought up the
hillside and re-erected inside the two
villages. Hunt wrapped up his study of
the items by saying: “I have inspected
hundreds of deserted Maori pas in the
North Island and quite a number in the
South Island but cannot recall ever having
seen stone columns such as these within
the boundaries of the old fortifications
... Owing to their size they would have
needed a large body of men to transport
them from the beach where they apparently originated and erect them at the top
of hills in the vicinity. Limestone is fairly

Was NZ the inspiration for the
Voyages of Sinbad? Some scholars
believe the story of the Roc – giant
birds of prey – may be the result
of Arab voyagers encountering the
world’s biggest eagle, Harpagornis,
in New Zealand. Around 50% larger
than modern eagles, and striking
prey with massive talons at speeds
of up to 80km/h, the Harpagornis
would have been a formidable sight
in the sky. Harpagornis died out
around 1400 AD

plentiful through many parts of the Tainui
(local Maori tribe) territory and I find it
curious that, in the vicinity of the wreck,
and in that vicinity only, such large stone
columns should have been erected.”
In this last sentence of course, Hunt is
hinting that the columns might have had
a connection to the old wreck at Ruapuke
Beach.
In the group of photographs sent to
me by Antony I was fortunate enough
to find images of both these objects,
so spent some considerable time using
them to push the whole matter forward.
First I would try all the museums in the
country. There are about 70 in New Zealand, although quite a number specialize
in either one topic, or one type of item.

Hence pioneer museums which concentrate solely on European pioneer artefacts. And others which concentrate on
cars, or else some other type of technology. So that there are comparatively few
who actually have a “Curator of Maori
Artefacts” in residence. I tracked down
those which did and sent them images of
the two columns plus a request for some
kind of an identification on them. Any
information they could supply at all I
would be grateful for, I told them.
About half the museums gave me a
square- off. They would pass the letter on
to a local specialist who “would get back
to me.” (None ever did). The remaining half ignored me entirely. The only
Curator who replied was from Te Papa,

the Museum of New Zealand, and he was
totally up-front. He simply didn’t know.
And I suspect that was the reason no
other museum got back to me. They had
no answer. They’d seen nothing like this
before. Then I wrote to the senior archaeologist for the Hamilton area within
whose area of jurisdiction the columns
lay. If anyone knew something about
them, he should. But there was no reply
either, which tells me that he too didn’t
have an explanation. So I now began
sending the images to Europe because it
was time for some bold steps...
John Tasker’s new book, Sixteenth
Century Portuguese Down Under, is
published and available from Kanuka
Press, kanukapress@xtra.co.nz
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roses in bloom

Three rings with hand-carved roses in black onyx, pink seashell and apricot aventurine
join the ring Upon ring collection. set in sterling silver, you can mix them with rings
in gold, silver or two-tone.
sterling silver rings from rrP $75. rose rings rrP $117.
be inspired at pandora.net
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COLOUR MY LIFE 35

Fashion, jewellery, skincare and more
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ABOVE: There is something soothing about blue
hues. To calm the nerves against the harsh winds,
gorgeous blue gems are top picks on our list.
Pascoes S/S Blue CZ ring RRP$89. Pascoes 9CT
Syntetic Ceylon ring RRP$450.
www.pascoes.co.nz

RIGHT: PANDORA’s stunning Black Crown
Diamond Swiss made watch collection
has something for everybody. With
interchangeable straps and bezels on
many of the watches you can build your
own unique time piece and change strap
colours to even match your outfit. Available
from selected PANDORA stockists, more
information www.pandora.net

Life

Colour my

RIGHT AND BELOW: Fashion designers around the
world are embracing lady-like dressing, with longer
hemlines and grown-up glamour swinging back
onto the scene. This season Ziera follows suit with
a nod to the allure of the 1940s and 1950s and a
focus on trans-seasonal classics. Comprising subtle
metallic leathers in nude, patent bisque and chestnut,
these shoes ensure instant head-to-toe glamour.
Jade’s classic rounded toe in nude patent leather is
red-carpet worthy, whilst the ruched embellishment
on Jermaine and the statement brass buckle on the
Jackson style add beautiful detail to these classics.
All Ziera shoes carry a full 30 day (love me or bring
me back) guarantee – even if worn, Ziera shoes can
be exchanged or refunded if they’re not quite right at
any Ziera specialist store. www.zierashoes.com.

ABOVE: Equavie is a certified organic skincare
range from France. It is based on pure, natural
and certified organic botanical ingredients and
is formulated with no parabens, petrochemical
derivatives, fragrance, or artificial colourings. The
formulation of the new Wrinkle Action Cream
offers all the benefits of a harvest of fruit to meet the
needs of skin aging. Its formula is enriched with sea
buckthorn juice, macadamia oil, and shea butter
to envelop the skin with a soft, comfortable feeling
and concentrated apple extract helps to smooth
over lines and wrinkles.
50ml, RRP $99.00 In clinics from June 2011
For nearest stockist please call 0800 223 288

Ziera ‘Jermaine’ in Pale Bronze
$229.99

LEFT: Don’t let the compact appearance of the
Creative ZEN Style M300 MP3 player fool you.
For a media player this tiny, you’d be amazed at
the array of features it can offer for a remarkably
affordable price. Featuring a microSD card slot that
lets you store up to 32GB of additional music on
top of its internal contents, the ZEN Style M300
proves that there is such a thing as affordable
large-capacity MP3 players. That’s not all though,
as this stylish MP3 player features responsive touch
keys around its display border for easy navigation
of functions like play, pause, skip and album/track
selections. www. uk.creative.com

Ziera ‘Jackson’ in Bisque
$229.99

Ziera ‘Jade’ in Bisque
$229.99
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minimizing free radicals. It can be found
within creams and serums, be used
beneath a moisturizer, or stand alone.”
Exfoliation: A shiny apple is a
happy apple

There’s nothing like a little exfoliation to
pep up skin – apple or otherwise. “Exfoliated skin is repaired by the formation
of new, fresher-looking skin,” Umar says.
“Exfoliants include alpha hydroxyacids
(glycolic acid, citric acid and lactic acid).”
Eschenroeder says, “Lactic acid is great
for removing any dead skin. It works at
night to remove and slough off old skin,
and reduces the look of fine lines.”
Repair: Turning granny smith
into a pink lady

Life’s like an apple
Sizing up anti-aging face products
WORDS BY ERIN DAVIS

C

indy Eschenroeder, owner-aesthetician of Namaste Studio Skin
Care, compares skin to the inside
of an apple. A freshly picked apple can be
firm, unblemished and even shiny. Once
bitten or exposed to the air, an apple’s
skin appears less supple and its insides
begin to brown. Eventually, time’s
toll will cause an apple to pucker and
wrinkle. Sound familiar? Sadly, the apple
doesn’t fall far from the aging-skin tree,
and although apples don’t have an array
of anti-aging regiments at their disposal,
we do. Here are a few things to look for
prior to investing in an anti-aging product or product line.
Sun protectionand hydration:

There’s nothing like a crunchy apple

“UV rays are the main culprit in causing wrinkles,” says Sanusi Umar, M.D.,
founder of FineTouch Dermatology Inc.
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and DermHair Clinic. “Sun protection
is therefore an important component to
look for in anti-aging products.” Umar
recommends finding products that
contain sun protection in the form of
“homosalate, avobenzone and physical
sun blocks like titanium oxide and zinc
oxide.” Neutrogena’s Age Shield Face, for
example, as well as Oil of Olay’s Regenerist Advanced Anti Aging, have most
of these listed as active ingredients.
In addition to applying skin protection, the key to avoiding skin that’s the
consistency of a dried apple is to keep
your skin hydrated. Eschenroeder suggests looking for anti-aging products
containing hyaluronic acid, such as Bare
Essentials’ Vit-A-Plus Night Repair.
“Hyaluronic acid will bind moisture to
your skin,” Eschenroeder says. “It also
attracts 50 times its weight in water, providing excellent skin hydration as well as

Those of us who baked ourselves in the
sun (like apples in a pie) in our early 20s
might need a little more than preventative maintenance – in this case, repair is
in order. “Collagen forms the basic support structure of the skin,” Umar says.
“When it’s compromised, it affects the
firmness of our skin and wrinkles form.”
Anti-aging creams containing retinoids
and retinols (Renova, Retin A, Differin
and so on) can assist in repairing collagen damage.
“Niacin,” Eschenroeder says, “is
another anti-aging ingredient and current
buzzword. It has been shown to repair
actual DNA.” This is perhaps one of the
attributing factors for the popularity of
Oil of Olay Regenerist and ProX lines,
which contain not only niacin but also an
ingredient called Pal-KTTKS peptides.
According to Umar, “Pal-KTTKS peptides
have been recently found to be as effective
as retinoids in repairing collagen, while
at the same time avoiding the side effects
of skin dryness, irritation and peeling,
which have been the major drawbacks of
retinoids and retinols.”
If your palette for apples and skincare
leans toward the organic persuasion,
consider products containing natural
anti-aging ingredients. “Aloe Vera and
cucumber extracts can be calming and
soothing to the skin,” Eschenroeder
says. “Willow herb will help combat
and absorb free radicals.” Eschenroeder
further suggests the use of vitamin C
to brighten your skin and reduce the
appearance of pigmentation (age spots).

Healthy lifestyle and toxin
removal: An apple a day keeps
wrinkles away

It takes more than simply water to sustain and grow the prefect apple; the same
can be said for capturing and maintaining the appearance of youthful skin.
“Taking care of your inside is equally
as important as taking care of your
outside,” Eschenroeder says. Practicing
an all-encompassing healthy lifestyle
– which includes healthy eating habits,
clearing your body of toxins, proper
hydration, and taking necessary supplements – can increase the odds of you
(and your skin) feeling more like a Pink
Lady versus a Granny Smith.
Test and trial: Which anti-aging

cream will be the apple of your eye?

Perhaps the best method of determining
whether you like the taste of a particular
apple or not is to start by taking a small
bite. Proceed in similar fashion when
selecting your anti-aging cream. Different skin types vary and will therefore
react differently to certain ingredients.
Retinol, for example, can be harsh on
sensitive skin. “Many individuals are also
allergic to the preservatives and solvents
used as vehicles for the active ingredients
(in anti-aging products), such as parabens and propylene glycol, while many
more are either sensitive or allergic to
one or more sunscreen components,”
cautions Umar.
Umar further suggests, “Select a
cream that is most gentle on your skin,
that causes the least irritation, has the
most agreeable fragrance (if any) and
produces the least amount of residue.”
He notes, “The Oil of Olay’s Regenerist
and ProX line find favour with many
people because they fulfil many of these
criteria.” He adds, “It also helps to have
attractive packaging that appeals to the
sense of aesthetics and psyche of the
buyer.”
Both Umar and Eschenroeder recommend testing a small amount of any new
product prior to full use. “Try using the
inside of your elbow or nasolabial folds
for a testing point,” Eschenroeder says.
“And make sure your doctor is OK with
you using particular ingredients in combination with other medications and/or
if you’re pregnant.”

New Olay Regenerist packs $500 punch!

Olay’s newest anti-ageing skincare formula – Regenerist Micro-Sculpting
Serum – turns out to be a powerful product that firms as effectively as a $500
serum! Launched following the global success of Regenerist Micro-Sculpting
Cream, the Serum is infused with the highest concentration of Regenerist’s
signature amino-peptide complex and will lift and firm your top three hard to
treat areas - the eye contour area, jaw-line and neck. Olay Regenerist MicroSculpting Serum is the most powerful anti-ageing product in the Regenerist
range to date, and is the perfect partner to the Micro-Sculpting Cream – offering 70% more hydration when used together. New Olay Regenerist MicroSculpting Serum (RRP $49.99) is available in stores now. For stockist details
please call 0800 441 058

New Ceramide Ultra Lift and Firm Makeup SPF 15
& New Makeup Blender

Now makeup goes ultra to smooth, lift and firm the look of skin. This moisturising cream foundation with CPT technology, Ceramides and Advanced Moisture
Complex diminishes the appearance of fine lines, perfects skin tone and creates
a luminous finish that lasts all day while providing SPF15 sun protection.
Innovative CPT technology. Lift and firm the look of skin.
Our ultra luxe, ultra creamy, ultra anti-aging foundation formula goes beyond
plumping with Ceramide’s innovative CPT technology. This powerful fusion
combines SNAP-8, with 30% more plumping power than Argireline, and Hibiscus Seed Extract, a revitalising botanical that provides strong support to skin’s
natural collagen, elastin and protein network. It delivers visible plumping, lifting
and firming effects to skin’s appearance. Skin looks firmer, more cushioned and
youthfully uplifted.
The Ceramide Makeup Collection
NEW Makeup Blender
NEW Ceramide Ultra Lift and Firm Makeup SPF 15 30ml

RRP$29.00
RRP$79.00
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Lose weight, slow
WORDS BY SUZANNE ULBRICH/MCT

W

hen it comes to weight
loss, success should not
be measured by how
much and how fast the
kilos drop off, experts say.
And there is no miracle food, diet or
magic pill out there.
People should not pay attention to ads
and weight loss claims promising immediate results, Onslow Fitness Center head
trainer Shaun Jones warns.
“Be realistic when setting goals,” he
says. “I think too many people begin an
exercise plan with unrealistic expectations and expect to lose an unrealistic
amount of weight within a certain time
frame.”
Starving and working out until one
almost collapses is counter-productive,
says Michael Brown, a leader at Weight
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Watchers. The television show The Biggest Loser should not be a guide to weight
loss since few people have their own doctor, trainer and nutritionist monitoring
them 24-7.
“That is not the norm,” he says. “You
want to lose weight in a healthy manner. I tell (my clients) you didn’t put it on
overnight and you are not going to lose
it overnight,” he says. “Slow and steady
wins the race; you have got to be patient.
It is a journey.”
He says Weight Watchers recommends
losing no more than between 250gm and
900gm a week.
“That is a good weight loss, and that
is a lot,” he says. “You have to set goals
realistically for what you can obtain.
Chop and work at small increments and
celebrate achieving the smaller goals.”

Weight loss, to be successful, has to be
a lifestyle change, says Shelia Wheeler,
another leader at Weight Watchers.
“Weight Watchers is not considered a
diet,” she says. “We encourage healthy
eating so the body gets what it needs
every day. You have to lose the diet
mentality.”
She recommends the first goal one
should set is to lose 5 percent of your
total weight and celebrate every 2kg lost.
Both Brown and Wheeler say it is
important to consider the amount of
activity of each person to determine what
level of exercise should be recommended
to start an exercise routine.
“When it comes to activity we encourage all our members to just move more,”
says Wheeler. “Then we tell them to add
a little more to what you are doing now

Fast-digesting carbohydrates spike insulin
levels, which lead to increased weight gain as
the insulin shuttles nutrients to your fat cells

and change it up a little bit – that helps.
Build a little each week.”
And when it comes to losing weight
and keeping it off over the long haul, it
is all about learning to eat healthy and
make better choices, not about starving
oneself, Wheeler says.
“You cannot deprive yourself; otherwise, you’re going to go off the plan and
gain the weight back quickly,” she says.
The key is eating well-balanced and
nutritious foods to provide the body with
what it needs to burn calories efficiently.
Dr. Scott Ellis, with Onslow Primary
Care, says inappropriate dieting has its
risks. The best plan of action is to keep
a well-balanced diet and incorporate
strength training–lifting weights–with
aerobic exercise. And he says it is a good
idea to check with your doctor to make

sure there are no underlying complications from being overweight such as
diabetes, high cholesterol and high blood
pressure.
“Reducing calories too much can lead
to starvation,” he says. “When your body
enters starvation mode, it first utilizes all
of the readily available sugar in the body.
Then, it will quickly go after the proteins
in your muscle, leading to muscle loss.”
He also says there are other risks
including gallstones, dehydration, malnutrition and electrolyte imbalances.
We all lose weight at different rates,
Ellis says.
“Metabolism, genetics, age and even
your gender all make a difference,”
he says. “For example, men lose more
weight than women of similar height and
weight due to men having more lean body
mass, less percent
body fat and, therefore, higher energy
expenditure. Older
subjects of either sex have
a lower energy expenditure
and therefore lose weight more
slowly than younger subjects;
in fact, your metabolic rate
declines by approximately 2
percent per decade.”
Know thyself and thy carbs
when it comes to food choices,
Ellis says. Not all carbohydrates are created the same.
“Different carbohydrates are
metabolized at different rates,” he says.
“This is the theory behind the glycemic
index. Foods with a high glycemic index
such as bananas, white rice, plain bagels
... are all processed by the body more
quickly than low glycemic index foods
such apples, peanuts, fibre products. Fast-digesting carbohydrates
spike insulin levels, which lead to
increased weight gain as the insulin

shuttles nutrients to your fat cells.”
For those keeping count, reducing
your calories by 500 calories a day can
lead to a loss of a 500gm a week, he says.
And if you are doing all the right things
and not losing weight Ellis says see a
doctor.
“There may be an underlying medical
reason why you can lose weight,” he says.
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Treating
dementia
WORDS BY IAN WISHART

A

herbal extract that first hit
the New Zealand market as
a circulation system boost
and to aid with ringing in the
ears – tinnitus – has now been approved
internationally as a treatment for dementia as well.
Tebonin, based on a highly concentrated and purified Ginkgo Biloba
extract, is possibly the most popular
pharmaceutical you’ve never heard of
– at least in New Zealand. Worldwide,
more than eight million doses a day are
taken – which equates to nearly 93 tablets a second. To put that in perspective,
Viagra can only rise to 10 doses a second.
Although Tebonin is now registered as
a medicine in 80 countries, New Zealand’s Medsafe turned down its registration here.
In the meantime, patients overseas
have been getting the benefits, according
to the latest medical studies.
Although Ginkgo Biloba is a popular herb, as with all natural extracts
the efficacy lies in properly identifying which bit of the plant is beneficial,
extracting concentrated doses and then
testing those purified doses to see how
much more effective they are. Don’t ask
how many Ginkgo’s have to be harvested
for one tablet – it would surprise you
– but the end result is that the Tebonin
formula is the only extract – of all the
Gingko varieties in the market – to have
obtained World Health Organisation
approval for medical use.
So that’s its pedigree. What exactly
does it do? Researchers have published
around 500 scientific studies, including
more than 60 clinical papers, and the
general consensus is this: the EGb
761 ginkgo biloba extract found
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in Tebonin helps rebuild damaged capillary blood vessels, which in turn plays a
bit part in a range of issues from ringing
in the ears to improved mental capacity.
In fact, Tebonin’s efficacy in boosting
brain function are one of the reasons
researchers tested it as a possible treatment (and arguably a possible preventative) for dementia.
One study found that after six months’
treatment with Tebonin EGb 761, dementia patients “showed a significant difference in favour of GbE”, when compared
with control groups receiving a placebo.
The study concluded “GbE was found
to be effective for cognitive functions in
dementia” – no mean feat given the deterioration that goes with dementia.1
But it’s a study just out at the end of April
this year that’s really opened up debate
about Tebonin as a dementia treatment.
More than 400 patients with mild to
moderate dementia (including Alzheimers), were given either Tebonin doses for six
months or a placebo2. Researchers found
the results were stunning:3
“Treatment with EGb 761® was significantly superior to placebo for the
symptoms apathy/indifference, sleep/
night-time behaviour, irritability/lability, depression/dysphoria, and aberrant
motor behaviour.”
Even more usefully, as well as benefits
to the patient, their caregivers reported major
improvements in their
own well-being as a
result of the patients
being easier to care for.
The strength of the
Tebonin is shown in the
randomised medical
trials – patients receiving
the placebo continued to
lose their mental functions during the trial. They
simply got worse. Patients
receiving Tebonin on the
other

hand were actually improving – swimming against the tide of Alzheimers.
“A once-daily dose of 240 mg, was safe,
[and] effectively alleviated behavioural
and neuropsychiatric symptoms in
patients with mild to moderate dementia, and improved the wellbeing of their
caregivers,” reported the study.
The safety aspect is an important
one, because one of the reasons New
Zealand’s Medsafe kicked for touch
on Tebonin was because they felt not
enough studies had looked at safety. Now
that’s changed.
The World Journal of Biological Psychiatry has also weighed in, noting that
in the arsenal of drugs available to treat
dementia, EGb 761 actually has the best
safety profile and fewest side effects.
As a herbal extract with a diverse
range of possible applications, it appears
Tebonin has a bright future in New
Zealand.
References
1. https://www.thieme-connect.
com/ejournals/abstract/pharmaco/
doi/10.1055/s-0029-1242817
2. http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/
doi/10.1002/gps.2662/full
3. http://www.dovepress.com/getfile.
php?fileID=9789
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Fresh From the source, BaDger healthy BoDy care
uses certiFied organic ingredients that are
naturally compatible with the body, mind and
spirit. From lip balms to Foot balms; the result is
what you would expect; better products For
healthier people and a healthier planet

RRP from $5.90. Available from selected Pharmacies/gift stores nationwide and Smith & Caughey, Queen Street. Selected range
available in selected Farmers stores nationwide. Proudly distributed by Pharmabroker Sales Ltd. FREE PHONE 0508 66 44 55.
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Comfort is...40
and never feeling better
Trends come and go. But our need for supreme comfort when relaxing
remains constant. After four decades of innovation, Stressless® has
redeﬁned the meaning of reclining comfort to a level second to
none. The motivation for this is quite simple: Stressless® is
passionate about making you feel so supremely comfortable
that you will love every minute you spend in one
of their recliners doing absolutely everything –
or nothing at all. Take our word for it and try
one at your nearest Stressless® studio soon.
Because feeling is believing!

THE ORIGINAL AND
THE BEST SINCE 1971

40th ANNIVERSARY

GIFT

WITH
PURCHASE

Buy two Stressless® recliners
together in July 2011 and you’ll
receive one of three Stressless®
accessory tables with
our compliments.

Value up
to $759!
100% MADE IN NORWAY!
STRESSLESS® STUDIOS
DANSKE MØBLER
Auckland 983 Mt Eden Road, Three Kings. Ph 09 625 3900 • 13a Link Drive, Wairau Park. Ph 09 443 3045
501 Ti Rakau Drive, Botany Town Centre. Ph 09 274 1998 • Hamilton 15 Maui Street, Te Rapa. Ph 07 847 0398
Taupo 29 Totara Street, Totara Point. Ph 07 378 3156
Lower Hutt Level 1, Harvey Norman Centre, 28 Rutherford Street. Ph 04 568 5001
Whangarei Fabers Furnishings Tauranga Greerton Furnishings Rotorua Van Dyks Gisborne Fenns Napier Danks Furnishers
New Plymouth Cleggs Wanganui Wanganui Furnishers Palmerston North Turnbull Furniture Masterton Country Life Furniture
Wellington Fifth Avenue Blenheim & Nelson Lynfords Christchurch D.A. Lewis • McKenzie & Willis • McDonald & Hartshorne
Timaru Ken Wills Furniture Dunedin McKenzie & Willis Queenstown & Invercargill H & J Smith

www.stressless.co.nz
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Choose from:
Computer table
(pictured right),
Ellipse table or
Corner table.
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BELOW: Sorgente Spa Bath by Lenci Design. If an outdoor spa doesn’t do it,
this continuous indoor bath will. Free from artifice, the water’s beauty flows from
the heart of the tub full of life, creating a continuous movement. The multi-sensory
experience of Sorgente can be enjoyed by couples, at any time; as a matter
of fact, the tub can remain full and ready for you to immerse yourself. Sorgente
is available with an optional salt sanitation system. The tub is very deep and
water reaches the rim where it overflows; the water covers your entire body.
Incorporating Teuco’s exclusive Hydrosilence system, all you will hear is the sound
of softly running water. POA, www.poynters.co.nz

ABOVE: “A truly well built infrared
sauna with extra options and features”.
The FAR infrared sauna model FIS9013T.
Comfortably seating three people, and
constructed from hard-wearing Canadian
hemlock in a tongue and groove
construction, this sauna not only comes with
an inbuilt drinks shelf, but also features a
CD/Radio and LED colour therapy lamp
system and runs on the household 10amps
wiring. Just $4495. www.poynters.co.nz

Get warm this winter
RIGHT: This spa is now on display in
the Poynters store. If Ferrari made spas,
they would probably look like this, and at
$44,995 all this tub needs are wheels and
a prancing horse. A fantastic feature for your
property, particularly if you are building or
renovating, the Hydrospa Seaside 640 by
Talocci Design offers flowing water, mood
lighting, soft cushions, enchanting sounds : a
multi-sensorial oasis of pleasure with a never
before seen design for outdoor mini-pools - in
a garden, on a patio or under a canopy or
on a balcony. www.poynters.co.nz

LEFT: Curl up in front of the fire on a
Zanzibar rug. $599, www.freedomfurniture.co.nz,
lounge back on the 50cm by 30cm Wade
cushion range, $34.95 each
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ABOVE: A Warmington open fire. Gone
are the days when all the heat from your
open fireplace went up the chimney. With
the Warmington Open Fireplaces modern
design, the heat is carried through the heat
chamber and sent flowing back into the
room. Now you can enjoy the benefits
of a modern heating appliance without
sacrificing the pleasure and ambience
created by a real wood burning fire.
www.warmington.co.nz
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Get forked!
A fondue party is the perfect
mid-winter dinner party,
writes James Morrow

P

erhaps it is because I almost never get to go to restaurants anymore since serial heirs to the Morrow fortune
– such as it is – started appearing on the scene in rapid
succession, but for the past several years I’ve regarded
the simple act of having friends around to dinner as an occasion requiring the most over-the-top cooking possible. Fancying myself equal parts Gordon Ramsay (for the swearing) and
Keith Floyd (for the belief that the chef and the food should be
marinated in wine), I could spend an entire day making fresh
ravioli for a pasta course, stuffing involtini, artfully sculpting veggies for the roasting pan, and in short putting together
a feast involving everything short of lobster thermidor and
pheasant under glass.
Not surprisingly, Mrs Morrow would take to fleeing the
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house during one of these all-day slurp-and-prep marathons.
But lately I’ve put away the frippery, regarding it essentially as
a childish thing designed more to impress than enjoy. Instead,
when people come over now, I simply put out the fondue forks.
Bear with me: this is not about recreating some cheesy, pardon
the pun, 1970s atmosphere complete with Tom Jones on the
stereo and a bowl for guests to toss their car keys in by the front
door. This is about resurrecting an ancient – well, centuries-old
in any case – tradition that is easy to prepare, low stress for both
host and guests, and a great deal of fun. And the good news is,
it’s more than just about cheese. Not that there’s anything wrong
with that.
Of course, traditionally fondue is all about the cheese. Like
so many things we enjoy today, from simple dinners to lovingly-restored inner city terrace houses, fondue was once the
exclusive province of the poor. Which is a bit ironic, since one
can actually spend a fair whack of money putting one together
these days. Although there are differing definitions – an old
edition of Larousse Gastronomique, for example, defines a
fondue as a vegetable preparation that is cooked in butter or
oil until it is reduced to a pulp – the classic fondue is in fact a
melted cheese-and-wine sauce suitable for dipping bread and
other yummy things. Derived from the French word fondre (to
melt), it was invented in the Middle Ages by Swiss shepherds
who would at night feed themselves, as one would expect, by
melting some cheese in a pot and dipping stale bread into it.
But this is hardly the only kind of fondue. Along with cheese
fondues and, of course, dessert fondues (a relatively recent
invention that did not gain popularity until the 1960s), there is
also the great range of deep-fat fondues. Of these, the king is
the Fondue Bourguignonne. When I put on a fondue spread, I
like to have two pots going for two types.
Here is my recipe for a great fondue dinner party, which is
a great change from having to run from kitchen to table and
back again, breaking the flow of conversation and generally not
having a good a time as one could. One needs two fondue pots,
and at least one of them should be a good cast-iron or earthenware one for the cheese fondue, which is prone to scorching in a
cheaper stainless steel model. For the cheese fondue, one simply
needs a good quantity – 650 grams or so – of Swiss cheese,
in a ratio of about 2-to-1 emmenthaler to gruyere. Shred the
cheeses in a bowl and toss with a teaspoon of corn flour, to help
thicken. Crush a clove of garlic and rub it around the inside of
the cheese fondue pot, discard, and heat over a medium flame.
Add a big splash of white wine and reduce, and then start stir-

ring in the cheese, moving your spoon
in a figure-eight fashion. Stir in a little
splash of kirsch – it’s a Swiss brandy, and
a little derro bottle from the liquor store
will last you about a year if all you use it
for is this recipe – that’s been mixed with
an equal amount of corn flour, add salt,
pepper, and a grating of nutmeg, and
place over your fondue flame. (Methylated spirits, I have found after much
trial-and-error, makes the best fondue
fuel). The cheese should be warm and
silky. Serve with a loaf of French bread
that has been cut into little squares, as
well as cornichons, prosciutto, sliced
and boiled kipfler potatoes, or just about
anything else that takes your fancy.
As fun as the cheese fondue is, Fondue Bourguignonne is – for carnivores
especially – an even greater treat, even as
it is simpler to prepare. Here, all one does
it heat a fondue pot full (but not too full,
for obvious reasons!) of vegetable oil and
set out over a flame. Instead of dipping
bread, guests spear bits of meat on their
forks and cook them themselves in a
sort of northern European equivalent of
Mongolian barbeque. I generally set this
fondue out with a good rump steak that’s
been broken down into squares oneto-two centimetres in size. Sometimes
I’ll also put out peeled prawns. Here, I
also like to put out some dipping sauces:
capers and Dijon mustard (self-explanatory), sour cream and horseradish (ditto)
and a nice eggy Bearnaise.
The brilliance of all this for the host
is that once one has set up the table –
which looks especially impressive to the
uninitiated guest – the dinner comes
together in minutes when it is time to sit
down. And great fun can be had deciding
penalties for whomever loses their bread
or meat in the pot.
Cheese and meat fondues are hardly
the only fondues one can make. I have
a vintage 1970 cookbook dedicated to
fondue that includes recipes for lobster
fondue, Belgian Parmasean Fondue
Cakes (a quadruple-barreled oxymoron
if there ever was one), and something
called Deep South Fondue.
So the next time you’re planning on
having a few friends over, surprise them
with a couple of fondues. It’s the perfect
easy entertaining option on a cold winter’s evening.

Like so many things we enjoy today,
from simple dinners to lovingly-restored
inner city terrace houses, fondue was
once the exclusive province of the poor.
Which is a bit ironic, since one can
actually spend a fair whack of money
putting one together these days
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Fairytales in

F

Blaue

or the German city of Munich
and the Upper Bavaria region,
just colour the year 2011 blue.
The festivities are devoted to
two completely different anniversary
dates. In the one, the 100th anniversary
date of the artists’ movement called the
“Der Blaue Reiter” (The Blue Rider) is
being celebrated. In the other, Bavaria
is marking the 125th anniversary of the
death of King Ludwig II – whose favourite colour was blue.
Numerous events are now inviting
visitors to explore more
deeply the story of the
fairytale king and of the
artists of the Blaue Reiter
group.
It was in early August,
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1908, that the painters Wassily Kandinsky and Gabriele Muenter discovered
the town of Murnau on Staffelsee Lake
during an outing south of Munich.
Perhaps it was one of those days of
clean, clear air when the silhouettes
of the Bavarian Alps are so distinctly
reflected in the waters of the bogs in
the alpine foothills, when the colours
so clearly and profoundly dominate the
earth’s surface.
In the town of Murnau itself, the market squares with their colourful buildings along the main street so thrilled the
couple that they decided to settle there.
Today, their house is a museum. And it
was in the so-called “Russenvilla” (Russians’ villa) that in 1911 the artists’ group
Der Blaue Reiter came into being.

A visit to the Muenter house provides a vivid impression of
the atmosphere which reigned here during its heyday in the
years before World War I (1914-1918).
The view through the windows recalls motifs which today
hang on the walls of museums around the world: the palace and
the church, the steeple of which gets more and more slanted
with each new painting.
Simply the nickname itself – “Russians’ villa” – gives one an
idea about how alien the house and its residents must have been
regarded by Murnau’s people back then.
It was here that the creme de la creme of the Expressionist
movement met: Alexei von Yavlensky, Marianne von Werefkin,
August Macke, and Franz Marc. And it was here that the artists
group Der Blaue Reiter came into being.
“We invented the name at the coffee table in the garden cabin
in Sindelsdorf,” Kandinsky later recalled. “We both loved the
colour blue. Marc liked horses, I liked the riders, and so the
name simply came into being all on its own.”

Linderhof was the only castle
that he completed construction
on and actually would reside in

A

n excursion to nearby Kochel is well worthwhile. The
small town on the shores of Walchensee lake can boast
a jewel in the Franz Marc Museum. It was expanded on
with an extension in 2008 and is home to a top-flight collection
of paintings.
Besides artworks of the Blaue Reiter group there are above
all paintings of the so-called “Bruecke” (bridge) Expressionists
and of Paul Klee.
In Munich, the Lenbachhaus museum possesses a unique
collection of works of the Blaue Reiter group thanks to a donation by Gabriele Muenter. Renovation work on the building are
underway and to be completed in 2013.
Bavarian King Ludwig II still revered by Bavarians to this
day, often visited Murnau. Mostly he made a stopover when he
was heading from Munich to his favourite castle, Linderhof.
The king and his famous castles are intertwined in history
and peoples’ memories. Linderhof was the only castle that
he completed construction on and actually would reside in,
visitors are told as they take a tour through the splendid castle
embedded amid an ornate, landscaped garden.
But it was another site which had him enthralled.
“This place is one of the most beautiful ones you’ll ever find,”
Ludwig wrote to his friend, the opera composer Richard Wagner. “My castle will be the uniquest one anywhere in the world,
famous far beyond the seas.”
Ludwig was referring to his fairytale castle Neuschwanstein,
work on which began in 1868 on a site amid jagged mountain
cliffs. Neuschwanstein would become his most famous castle,
and it was his last refuge before Bavarian state authorities had
him declared insane and put him in custody.
It was from Neuschwanstein that Ludwig was taken on June
12, 1886 to the Schloss Berg castle on Lake Starnberg, where he
died under mysterious circumstances a day later.
His castles, which Ludwig had decreed should never be set
foot in by any strangers, turned out in retrospect to have been
an investment in the region’s tourism industry future. Each
year, millions of visitors from around the world descend on
Bavaria to see King Ludwig’s magnificent castles.
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For a rainy day
WORDS BY MICHAEL MORRISSEY
HOKITIKA TOWN
By Charlotte Randall
Penguin, $30.00

Like Lloyd Jones, Charlotte Randall keeps
surprising us. Her novels do not resemble
each other – each explores new ground.
Of her earlier novels, The Crucible, set
in an eighteenth century English lunatic
asylum, compels the highest admiration.
Quite probably, it is the best novel ever
written by a New Zealand writer. Hokitika Town is of a lesser order but nonetheless deserves critical acclaim and readerly
appreciation – which it has been enjoying.
Randall’s new novel can be classified
as written in a demotic voice. That is, in
the voice of its happily ignorant young
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hero, who is variously known as Halfie,
Harvey, Thumbsucker, Bedwetter, Cocoa,
Pipsqueak as well as Sonny Jim and
Monkey. His real Maori name, which
we only discover late in the narrative, is
Tiwakawaka, but most of the time he is
known as Halfie. It takes a while – arguably, most of the narrative – to get used
to Halfie’s unique vernacular. Istanbul
is Estanbool, connection is coneckshun,
Canterbury is Cantaberry, jewels are
jools, Christmas is chrissmiss, auspicious
is orispushiss and so on. If in doubt,
say the word aloud and its meaning
should become clear. Hinengaro had me
stumped, though by implication, it seems
to mean mind.
The deployment of a young uneducated narrator, who speaks in a colourful
vernacular, can be traced back to Huckleberry Finn by Mark Twain. To the best of
my knowledge, Twain invented this narrative genre and American writers have
fallen in love with it. But the Brits have
also explored it – notably Anthony Burgess in A Clockwork Orange and recent
novelists like James Kelman in How Late
It Was, How Late. So Randall is drawing
on this rich tradition.
Thanks to a gold rush, Hokitika has
become a small city with a sprawl of
shops, pubs and brothels, complete with
traders, hustlers, ruffians and sex
workers, but also boasts six churches
and synagogue. The novel vividly
captures the wet, broody, ferny
West Coast atmosphere.
Being an uneducated country lad, Halfie doesn’t know
a lot and is constantly asking
questions (e.g “What’s a slave?”
“Someone who must work for
no pay”) of his main friend
Ludo, a gypsy fellow of mysterious origin, who keeps changing
his historic ethnicity almost
as much as Halfie’s name is

changed, depending on who is talking
to him. In the end, Ludo proves to have
a big heart and expresses fondness for
his orphan friend. Halfie seems to have a
knack for insinuating his way into adult
situations of which he has insufficient
experience to deal with. He is present
when Violet, the streetwalker, gives birth
to her baby whom she has threatened to
kill to save herself from scandal. Unfortunately – plot spoiler in the next phrase
– she dies in childbirth. Hers is not the
only tragedy.
This novel is a rich romp, with lively,
earthy, West Coast characters such as the
villainous One Eye, flighty Goldie and
moody Griffith and though it is easy to
get bogged down in the highly idiomatic
language which often achieves in Randall’s skilled hands, a smoky insightful
poetry, it is well worth the effort. As the
Americans say, this is a tragedy with an
up beat ending. As we farewell Halfie, we
know he’s bound for greener shores and
a wider view of the world than he would
reach in Hokitika town. This book has a
lot of a heart between its lines. Halfie, we
come to realise, is a resourceful survivor
– as is this novel.
OPRAH
By Kitty Kelley
Allen & Unwin, $29.99

It was said in the 1960s that Muhammad
Ali’s face was the most widely recognised
in the world. By the 1990s, that heavyweight media title was probably held by
Michael Jackson with his pointy, fakelooking nose. Let us not forget the Pope or
the Queen of England. But Oprah Winfrey
cannot be far behind. For some time, she
has been the number one talk show host
in the United States and the world, with
her show broadcast in 145 countries. For
her, overtaking the more intellectual Phil
Donahue was a triumph.
While I only watch no more than

occasionally, generally, I am a fan. It is
her apparent sincerity that wins me over.
Compared to say Ricki Lake or Sally
Jesse Raphael or Jerry Springer, you feel
Oprah really cares about the issues or
person being interviewed. Kelley, who
is, I suppose, being cruel to be honest,
reminds us that Oprah is an actor, and, it
must be admitted, an actor of some talent. Her well-regarded role in The Colour
Purple, enhanced her fame and status
considerably. Later, however, Kelley does
not spare the critical punches regarding her role in Toni Morrison’s famous
Beloved, which committed the great sin
of being a box office failure. And as one
commentator says, Oprah can turn on
the tears as any of us can turn on a tap.
In any event, Oprah’s greatest role is to
play herself.
At first, Kitty Kelley’s encyclopaedic
biography reads like a fan-based production but it quickly becomes apparent
this is a warts and all compilation. It is
after all an unauthorised biography not
an approved one which – given Oprah’s
beneficence – would almost certainly
have been a hagiography. Like Bob
Dylan and other famous people, Oprah
has made a small legend out of her early
poverty. However, other family members
do not support this view. Mind you, her
childhood was poor compared to the
royal munificence she now enjoys. Given
that her aim, stated early in life, was to
become the richest black person in the
world – an ambition she has achieved –
she no doubt felt keenly she came from
poor origins.
There’s no doubt that a part of Oprah’s
wide appeal and her success is her preference for victims as talk show stars. Rape,
racism, sexual abuse, and drug abuse
figure prominently. When she ventured
into the dubious realm of the victims
of devil worship and other such tabloid
oriented subjects, her show dropped in
credibility. Kelley gives Oprah a roast
for this type of show and Oprah subsequently dropped the topic. Being a victim of sexual abuse herself ensured that
when Oprah interviewed similar victims,
she wasn’t conducting her dialogue from
a purely clinical perspective.
One of the most notorious events in
her career was being sucked in by bestselling author James Frey who claimed

WORTH A LOOK
Devil’s Plaything
By Matt Richtel
HarperCollins, $16
Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist Matt Richtel’s new novel, “Devil’s Plaything,” is
surely the first thriller in which the protagonist spends a considerable amount of
time driving his grandmother around the mean streets of San Francisco.
But don’t let that fool you. Any novel that starts with an assassination attempt on
grandma during what should be a pleasant walk in the park just about guarantees
that.
To his credit, Richtel leavens his suspenseful tale with sardonic humor.
Eyeing the escape vehicle of the would-be assassin, protagonist Nat Idle
observes, “I stop and watch the Prius drive away. And I almost laugh at the idea
of our nearly quintessential San Francisco death: gunned down by the driver of an
environmentally friendly car.” Idle spends most of the novel trying desperately to
find out why someone would want to kill his grandmother, Lane Idle, a woman in her
80s whose increasing dementia has landed her at a suspicious care facility.
With help (and hindrance) from a colorful cast of characters, Nat Idle tries to
decode information sent to him on a flash drive and constantly runs from danger.
Eventually he peels back layers of secrets, not just of his grandmother’s life, but of
technology and government power run amok. The story will keep you turning pages.
Reviewed by Clay Evans

to have been a serious criminal and
drug addict when the records show he
didn’t serve any time in prison – at most,
a few hours in custody. Oprah at first
defended Frey, then, partly prompted
by heavy duty artillery from the two
leading newspapers of America, the New
York Times and the Washington Post, she
reversed and did a demolition show. Frey
paid the price – numerous contracts were
cancelled. Such is the power of Oprah’s
wrath. Oprah then, was initially criticised for naivete, then condemned for
vengeful savagery. You can’t have it both
ways, might be an understandable comment. Yet I can’t help feeling once Oprah
is annoyed or feels tricked, she doesn’t
hold back in kicking butt. This biography makes clear she can cut people off
at the ankles if she feels slighted. This all
or nothing response is frequently found
in the rich, powerful or famous and of
course is axiomatic with dictators and
tyrants.
Is Oprah gay? She is adamant that
she is not. If she was willing to admit to
drug addiction, virtual prostitution and
incest, why not lesbianism? I’m inclined

to believe Oprah, despite her handsome
tall partner looking like a trophy escort.
Mind you, in today’s America, it would
not matter too much if Oprah was gay.
Ellen de Generes’s admission has not
damaged her career.
There remains the lavishness of
Oprah’s generosity. Much of this is
worthwhile and on a large scale to
worthy causes. Yet some is nothing more
American-style beneficence – giving
away Cadillacs to each and every member of an audience must be some sort of
extravagant peak. Yet again, this is the
American way – we are the richest nation
on earth, so we can afford to be the most
generous. Oprah’s expensive African
school also received criticism for being
oriented toward the upper class child and
of denying the poor of America similar
charity. If you are a fan of Oprah, this
book provides a less than pristine view of
this all but canonised person. If you feel
suspicious of Oprah, this will confirm
rather than deny your suspicions. One
thing is certain, Kitty Kelley won’t be
appearing on Oprah’s TV show any time
soon.
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Mr. Popper’s Penguins
WORDS BY CONNIE OGLE

P

enguins are intrinsically amusing.
In general, Jim Carrey is amusing,
too, provided you can overlook that
whole How the Grinch Stole Christmas
debacle. In Mr. Popper’s Penguins, he and
they add up to surprisingly fun family
entertainment.
The new comedy shares little with the
classic children’s novel from 1938, the title
and the birds being the main similarity.
The modern-day Mr. Popper (Carrey)
isn’t a poor, small-town housepainter but
a wealthy Manhattan real-estate wheelerdealer who neglects his family in shameless pursuit of the next hot property. His
ex-wife (Carla Gugino) and two kids will
always fall somewhere behind pleasing
his bosses and making partner.
Then his long-estranged adventurer
father passes away and sends him a passel
of penguins. Popper tries to dump them
on a variety of agencies to no avail. By
the time a shifty-looking guy from the
zoo (Clark Gregg) shows up to take them,
Popper’s kids have already fallen in love
with the critters, and Popper decides to
keep them around, turning his apartment
into a winter playground.
A fairly high tolerance for penguin
poop is required of anyone who sits
through this movie, but, to be fair, if
you’re 9 years old, penguin poop is hilarious, the kid equivalent of, say, Tina Fey.
There’s no real reason for an adult to
show up at this movie without a kid in
tow, unless he or she is some sort of Jim
Carrey fanatic, and the less said about
that the better. So prepare for flatulent
penguins and soccer balls that wind their
way toward Carrey’s testicles. Fortunately, the movie throws adults a few
bones along the way; this is by no means
an unpleasant film to watch, and the Ice
Age short that runs with it is funny, too.
Director Mark Waters – who tortured
us with Ghosts of Girlfriends Past and
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Fortunately, the movie throws adults a
few bones along the way; this is by no
means an unpleasant film to watch
delighted us with Mean Girls – wisely
gives Carrey plenty of chances to do
his schtick, as Popper tries to snow the
intractable owner of Tavern on the Green
(Angela Lansbury) into selling her property to his company.
Yes, the fact that Popper must learn
what’s important (his family) through

an unconventional device (penguins) is
a plot borrowed from the Carrey movie
Liar Liar (and plenty of other films as
well). But the penguins follow Popper to
the Guggenheim and wreak havoc among
the rich folks. There’s enough kid in all of
us to appreciate that.
sss

BRING IT HOME WITH EPSON
Bring all the excitement of the big game or the latest blockbuster movie home with the Epson TW3600.
Boasting Full High Definition 1080p resolution and 3LCD technology, the TW3600 delivers larger-than-life image quality like no other.
With the TW3600 your High Definition viewing experience is so real, its just like being there.... all in the comfort of your own home.
For more information on our 1080p projectors visit www.epson.com.au or www.epson.co.nz
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Rethink your

resumé

WORDS BY CHICAGO TRIBUNE PHOTOGRAPHY BY ANDRES RODRIGUEZ

W

hat’s the top quality employers look
for on a potential hire’s resume? If
you guessed your skill set, you’re
wrong. According to author Paul
Stoltz, it’s your mindset that counts.
“We asked hundreds of top employers, ‘If you had
to choose someone with the perfect skills or someone with the perfect mindset – who would you
pay more or retain?’ and they resoundingly said
the mindset was more important,” says Stoltz,
co-author of Put Your Mindset to Work: The One
Asset You Really Need to Win and Keep the Job
You Love (Penguin, $39 from MightyApe). “We
found that the right mindset makes you seven
times more valuable to your employer than the
right skill set.”
Stoltz analyzed 30,000 resumes for his research
and discovered that the three most common
resume features – action verbs, a mission statement, and listing hobbies and interests – did not help
secure a job interview or a job. He also learned that 98
percent of employers thought it was more likely that a
person with the right mindset could develop the right skill
set instead of the other way around.
“We kept hearing employers and executives loosely
using this word ‘mindset’ so we asked, ‘what if we could
construct the world’s first true comprehensive, scientifically
grounded model of a winning mindset, and better yet, figure
out some way to actually measure and improve it in people?’
“ says Stoltz. “That led to finding the 3Gs; Global, Good and
Grit.”
Stoltz says his research showed that people who
applied the 3G qualities on their resume were five
to seven times more likely to get the job.
“I was amazed that all those
tips you’ve been getting
for years on how
to land that job
or improve
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The secret to networking
By Diane Stafford/MCT

T

98 percent of employers thought
it was more likely that a person
with the right mindset could
develop the right skill set
your resume made no difference in the mind of those making
the hiring,” he says.
Here are some of Stoltz’s suggestions for getting the 3Gs to
work for you – so you can get to work!
GLOBAL: “This is all about connectivity and openness,”
says Stoltz. “An example of this on your resume might be,
‘Generated a social media campaign that doubled customer
inquiries and cut marketing costs by 63 percent.’ So you are
showing that you are looking beyond what’s immediate and
implementing something that achieves a result. It’s the big
picture perspective.”
GOOD: “This is the ability to do the right thing,” says
Stoltz. “One way to showcase this might be to add, ‘Instigated
a companywide softball league that got cross-functional teams
to interact and perform better.’ You took something that was
adverse and you showed goodwill in others and brought people

wo pieces of job hunting advice are shared routinely: One, it’s easier to land a new job when you’re
employed than unemployed. Two, networking is the
best way to get a new job offer.
So you want to look while you’re working - but how do
you network effectively when your time is monopolized by
your current job? What if you can’t take a long lunch break
to attend a professional association meeting? What if you
don’t have access to a computer all day to make contact with
others on LinkedIn or Facebook?
Clearly, it’s not easy for some workers to make themselves
known outside their current workplaces. But consider:
ӵӵCan you find professional or fraternal associations or
chamber events that meet when you’re not at work?
There are arrays of breakfast, lunch and dinner meetings
scheduled around any metro area. Learn what organizations are relevant to your job goals and go to ones that
dovetail with your availability.
ӵӵCan you spend computer time at home or the nearest
library?
Online networking works 24/7. In fact, you can probably
do a better job burnishing your Web presence if you’re not
worried about the boss looking over your shoulder.
ӵӵCan you reconnect with past allegiances or associates?
Even if you left school 30 years ago, don’t discount
the bonds with your class, dorm, fraternity, sorority or
teammates.
ӵӵCan you guide casual conversations toward your
employment interests?
You don’t want your friends and neighbours to hide when
they see you, but you can use passing moments on the
sidewalk, in the sports stands, outside church or in the grocery aisle to let people know that you’re looking for a new
opportunity.
ӵӵCan you take a class at your area community college
that meets when you don’t have to work and that will
add to your work credentials?
That’s a great way to meet new people and use the college
career office’s resources.
Yes, all these ideas take time and most cost money, but
that’s the trade-off: What are you willing to sacrifice in pursuit of change?

together, which deepened trust and respect as a result.”
GRIT: “Grit is when you have resilience or relentlessness,”
Stoltz ads. “Maybe you worked through seven layers of bureaucracy to gain approval for a companywide wellness program
that they’d been working on for 10 years. If you are the one who
made the impossible possible – that kind of thing is really valuable. And each one of these becomes a great question and story
to tell in the interview. You have planted the seeds of ‘please ask
me about this one,’ “ he says.
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BOOSTING
CHILDREN’S
MEMORY
WORDS BY MELISSA HEALY/LATIMES
PHOTOGRAPHY BY DMITRIY SHIRONOSOV

T

raining a child to hold a whole cluster
of items in his or her memory for even
a short time may feel like trying to hold a
wave on the sand. But a study published this
month says it’s a drill that can yield lasting benefits.
Kids who’ve had such training have better abstract reasoning and solve problems more creatively than kids who
haven’t, the study found.
But here’s a warning to parents already grooming their
young children for entry into elite universities: Don’t automatically rush out to enrol your young genius in brain-training
summer camp or invest in DVDs promising to deliver high
IQs. These drills, the scientists found, pay the greatest dividends for kids who actually need them and who find the escalating challenge of the games fun, not frustrating.
For others, “it might be difficult if you push your kid too
much,” says study lead author Susan Jaeggi, a psychology
professor at the University of Michigan. “It’s like a parent pushing a child to do sports or learn a musical instrument: There’s
always this delicate balance between too much or too little.”
The training program used by Jaeggi and coworkers focused
on ramping up working memory – the ability to hold in mind
a handful of information bits briefly, and to update them as
needed. Cognitive scientists consider working memory a key
component of intelligence. But they have long debated whether
strengthening short-term memory capacity would boost a
person’s overall intellectual function, and will do so even
after the brain-training sessions are over.
It can, and it does, according to this new research, which was
published June in the Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences.
The study put 32 primary- and intermediate-school children
through a rigorous month-long regimen of computer games
designed to test, challenge and strengthen their working
memory. Another 30 children trained on a computer program
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that involved answering general knowledge and vocabulary
questions.
The working memory programs – adapted from a brain
game designed for older users – required children to follow and
remember a sequence of positions on a grid, and shortly after
seeing the pattern, to answer questions about it. When a kid
did well on a game, the next sequence would become longer,
increasingly challenging the child’s ability to hold in mind the
sequence and spatial information.
The task requires a child’s rapt attention for as long as a
minute and stresses the ability to screen out distractions while
focusing on a single task. The child must recall where and in
what order items appeared on a screen, then work backwards
through that remembered information to answer questions
correctly.

J

aeggi calls the task, known as the “n-back test” by psychologists, “really devilish. If you lose track just a little bit,
you’re completely out of it and you have to start anew.”
When the children were tested at the end of the month of training, the researchers at first found scant differences between the
group who got the working-memory training and the generalknowledge group. Although those who had received workingmemory training were better at holding several items in mind for
a short while, on a test of abstract reasoning – fluid intelligence –
they were, as a group, no smarter than the control group.
But then the researchers took a closer look and noticed a
clear pattern: The children who had improved the most on the
memory-training task did indeed perform better on the fluid
intelligence test. And three months later, they still did better as
a group than the control group and the children who hadn’t
improved.
The study comes against the backdrop of explosive growth in
the business of brain-training programs for children. Increasingly, designers of brain games – a roughly $300 million-a-year
business that has sprung up in less than a decade – are aiming at intellectually ambitious parents bent on supplying their
progeny all the cognitive advantages money can buy.
Alvaro Fernandez, who teaches the science of brain health
at San Francisco State University and is the founder of SharpBrains, a company that tracks the brain fitness business, said
that roughly $75 million a year of the brain-training business
– is now focused on school-aged children. In a deal certain to
accelerate that trend, the educational publishing giant, Pearson,
last year bought CogMed, a Swedish start-up company that has
pioneered the development of brain-training programs focused
on working memory.
For schoolchildren, the result could be an influx in videobased training programs that could put eye-popping graphics
and engaging gamesmanship in the service of academic skillbuilding. Many of the newest programs have emerged from a
mind-meld of neuroscientists and video-game designers. The
resulting products adapt to their users’ progress, dispensing
virtual prizes and increasing the level of difficulty to keep a
young player motivated and challenged.
“It’s train but don’t strain your brain,” said UCLA psychiatrist Dr. Gary Small, author of The Memory Bible and creator of

a new training program called Memory Power. “You’ve got to
find the sweet spot – we know that.”
That formula – fun and challenging, but not so challenging
as to be frustrating – turned out to be critical in the new study.
Those kids who saw significant and lasting improvements in
abstract reasoning were far more likely to be the ones who rated
the games as challenging but not overwhelming, Jaeggi says.
She likened the mental exercise of building working memory
to a would-be athlete embarking on a regimen of aerobic exercise: A workout that’s too easy can lead an athlete to plateau,
while one that’s too hard can discourage and cause injury.
Other studies have found stronger evidence that workingmemory training has the power not only to help a person
remember a shopping list but to be a more agile thinker as well,
says Torkel Klingberg, a Swedish neuroscientist who founded
CogMed and has been a pioneer in working-memory research.
Patricia Schwarz, who teaches year-fives at a primary school,
says her kids run the gamut from those who hear instructions
once and remember them till the task is done to those who get
“befuddled” by the time they get to step two.
“There are a lot of kids who need instructions and graphics and words written on the blackboard. It just doesn’t work
for them the way it does with others,” says Schwarz, a 24-year
veteran of teaching. Any brain-training that works “would be
fantastic.”

IMPROVING BRAINPOWER

C

hildren who did exercises to improve their working
memory were able to boost their fluid intelligence. Fluid
intelligence is a key component of G, the “general intelligence factor” that IQ tests attempt to measure. Logical
thinking, pattern recognition and problem-solving ability are
all components of fluid intelligence.
The study: Included 62 primary and intermediate school
children. All of them were asked to work on a computer
training test – disguised as a video game – for 15 minutes
a day, five times a week for a month. Thirty-two students
received the working memory training and 30 were in a
control group. In both groups, students who answered questions correctly earned points that could be cashed in for
prizes like pencils and stickers.
Students in the working memory group: Were presented
with a series of images that appeared at various places on a
computer screen, such as a frog that appeared to jump from
one lily pad to the next. The children were asked to remember the frog’s path and answer questions about its route.
Students in the control group: Were asked to complete a
multiple-choice test with questions about vocabulary and
general knowledge.
Results: Three months later, children in both groups were
given a pair of reasoning tests. The 16 children who did
the best on the working memory training had a significant
improvement in their fluid intelligence. The scores for the
rest of the children were essentially unchanged.
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Faith

A Tornado
WORDS BY MIKE BIANCHI/MCT

T

hey were astounded the Bible verse was still there.
Everything else was gone. The roof of the house, the
frame of the house, the furniture in the house and
everything around the house. It was all sucked up into
the violent vortex and devastating darkness of the terrifying
tornado.
But somehow, someway, the Bible verse made it. And so did
Josh Rosecrans and Nate Kennedy.
“It truly is a miracle,” Rosecrans says.
The Miracle on 17th Street.
Connie Matthes handwrote the Bible verse on an index card
and taped it onto the bathroom mirror six years ago.
She and her husband Dieter bought the house at 308 17th
Street in Tuscaloosa when their son Kent Matthes, now an
outfielder in the Colorado Rockies organization, signed to play
baseball with the University of Alabama.
Kent, an Edgewater High grad, lived in the house for four
fabulous years in which he became Alabama’s all-time leading home run hitter. Connie and Dieter made the trip from
Orlando to Tuscaloosa and stayed at the house dozens of times
so they could watch Kent’s games.
What a blast they had in that house. They would invite the
entire team over after games, fire up the grill, eat good food,
have great times.
“We used to call it the fun house,” Connie says.
Connie is a spiritual person and put the Bible verse from
Psalms 121 on the bathroom mirror when Kent first moved into
the house. She wanted to remind her son while he was off at
college to stay close to God and to remember that God would
always be there for him.
“The Lord will protect you from all harm. He will protect your
life. The Lord will protect your coming and going both now and
forever more.”
“I believe those words with all my heart,” Connie says.
Now more than ever.
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of

How is it that a mother’s love is so vast that it not only serves
as a shelter for her own son, but for the sons of others?
Connie’s son Kent moved out of the house two years ago, but
the family rented it to two other Alabama players – Rosecrans
and Kennedy. They, too, loved the place. It seemed like a home
away from home to them. It had a family feel to it. So much so
that Rosecrans even left Connie’s Bible verse taped to his bathroom mirror.
“For some reason, it gave me comfort,” Rosecrans says.
Rosecrans and Kennedy were in the house that afternoon a
few weeks ago when they heard the storm sirens go off. They

turned on the TV, saw the storm warnings and learned that an
enormous funnel cloud was headed right for them. They heard
a massive rumbling outside, ran to the door and saw transformers blowing up in the distance.
Rosecrans called his father who instructed them to get into
a bathtub and cover themselves with a mattress. And, so, that’s
what they did. For some reason, they couldn’t get the mattress
into the bigger bathroom so they crawled into the tub of the
smaller bathroom and pulled the mattress on top of themselves..

T

he mammoth tornado barrelled right through the middle of
the house, destroying everything in its path. “We thought
our time had come,” Rosecrans says. “We thought we were
going to die.”
The two baseball players could feel their ears popping and
hear the walls being ripped away and sucked up around them.
The adrenalin kicked in and they held onto that mattress with
every morsel of muscle they could muster.
The storm lasted only 20 seconds and it was gone. The thundering roar was loud when it came through, but the silence
after it passed was even more deafening.
Rosecrans and Kennedy lifted the mattress and were flabbergasted by what they saw.
The house was totally destroyed. The other bathroom and the
other tub were nowhere to be found. All that was left was the
concrete slab of the house, parts of two walls and their little tub.

And the Bible verse. It was still there on the battered mirror.
“The Lord will protect you from all harm.”
The phone line crackles as Rosecrans tells the story about
how one little bathtub became their haven from heaven.
His voice crackles, too.
“We were blessed,” he says. “It was like that bathroom had a
shield around it.”
They jumped out of the tub and rushed outside to see how
their friends and neighbours had fared. Nearly every house on
the block had been levelled and relegated to a pile of rubble.
The nearby lake where ducks and swans serenely paddled
around was instead filled with floating furniture.
They ran to the house of the old man who lived behind them
and managed to dig him out from underneath a pile of wood
and bricks. Hundreds of others weren’t so lucky.
Some of the stories you read and hear about the tornado are
heartbreaking. Like when the Alabama baseball team helped
the mother of one of the six Alabama students killed search the
wreckage for the white dress the mother wanted to bury her
daughter in.
Nearly 250 people were killed and billions of dollars in property destroyed by the deadly swath of tornadoes that roared
through Alabama on April 27.
The fun house at 308 17th Street was one of the casualties. It
is gone now, but not forgotten.
“It did its job,” Connie Matthes says. “It protected
and it sheltered two wonderful
boys.”
You know what they say,
right? ... “A house is made of
walls and beams; a home is
built with love and dreams.”
Sometimes, it doesn’t matter how big your house is or
how much it costs.
Sometimes, all you need
is a little bathtub filled with
a lot of faith.
“I’m going to keep that
Bible verse with me for the
rest of my life,” Rosecrans
says.
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FAMILY PROTECTION from the Bacterial Complications of COLDS

Buccaline
Reduce your
“sick days”

Helps Prevent:

•
•
•
•
Just one course of Buccaline tablets
gives everyone from young children
to the very elderly, safe protection for
up to three months from the bacterial
complications of colds.
Available from all leading pharmacies nationwide
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Sore Throat
Runny Nose
Sneezing
Coughing

Pharmacist Only Medicine. Ask your Pharmacist if Buccaline
is right for you. Note: This product will not prevent the flu or
the development of coughs and colds. Should not replace Flu
vaccination for those at risk. Medicines Have benefits and some
may have risks. Always read the label and use as directed.
If symptoms persist consult your healthcare professional
Contains: 1000 million Pneumococcus Pharmacist Only Medicine
1, 11, 111; 1000 million Streptococcus; Pharmabroker Sales Ltd,
1000 million Staphylococcus,
Auckland, NZ.
1500 million Haemophilias influenza.
TAPS PP6511
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Poetry

To a certain controversial
public personality
Insulting social convention
has been your stock in trade,
But I doubt you’ll be forgiven
The scandal you’ve now made.
Iconoclasm’s brought you fame
But now you’ve gone too far.
Your days may well be numbered
As a multi-media star.
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